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"It has been rumoured that the "group pest" is gradually being
cut out of quantum physics. This is certainly not true

H. Weyl, The theory
(from the preface

of groups and quantun

mechanics

to the second German edition,

1930)
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The classic work of Wi»ner and Bargmann has shown that a quantum
mechanical system invariant under a group of space-time transformations
gives rise

to

unitary/anti-unitary projective representations of the

group in a Hilbert space. The symmetry group of the Minkowski universe,
the Poincaré group, and that of the Newtonian universe, the Galilei
group, have been extensively studied and their irreducible projective
representations have been completely classified. Other kinematical
groups that are possible symmetry groups of different universes have
also been investigated from the same point of view. Classification of
group representations has become a more or less routine procedure in
theoretical physics and as a result the very concept of "elementary
physical system" has been associated by theoreticians with the abstract
notion of "equivalence class of irreducible projective representations"
of its symmetry group.
However, this classification is not in all respects satisfactory from
the physicist's point of view. This was already noticed by Wigner and
Bargmann in the following passage (jj:
"Two descriptions [of a quantum mechanical system in terms of
projective representations of the Poincaré group] which are
equivalent according to (2) I i.e. which belong to the same unitary
equivalence class"] may be quite different in appearance. The best
known example is the description of the electromagnetic field by
the field strength and the four vector potential, respectively.
It cannot be claimed either that equivalence in the sense of (2)
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implies equivalence in every physical aspect. Thus, two equivalent
descriptions may lead to quite different expressions for the charge
density or the energy density in configuration space (...)

because

(2) only implies global, but not local, equivalence of the wave
functions."
Thus, Bargmann and Wigner have indicated two problems: projective
representations which belong to the same equivalence class may possibly
a) not look like each other (even if they are physically equivalent)
b) not be physically equivalent (even if they look like each other).
The first problem is not very surprising and we will not go into it here.
In this thesis we are concerned with the second problem which in fact
means that it will not be sufficient just to determine all the equivalence
classes of irreducible projective representations of a symnetry group.
There is more work to be done, viz. to distinguish the physically
inequivalent representations within each class. The same problem has
been phrased by Dirac as follows Г2І :
"To bring in interaction one must depart from the point of view of
looking at two representations as equivalent if they are connected
by a unitary transformation, a point of view which involves looking
upon all unitary transformations as trivial. To a physicist, some
unitary transformations are trivial, whereas others (for example,
the S matrix) are far from trivial, so a physicist cannot look upon
two representations connected by a unitary transformation as
necessarily equivalent. With this broader point of view, the problem
of obtaining all unitary representations of the inhomogeneous Lorentz
group is wide open".
In other words: we should not allow arbitrary unitary transformations in
the definition of equivalence of representations, especially not when we
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want to describe interactions of any kind. We have to distinguish between
those unitary equivalence transformations that are to be considered as
trivial (by a physicist) and those that are not. A new definition of
equivalence is needed, in which only "trivial" unitary equivalence
transformations are allowed; and with this "broader point of view",
which narrows down to a more restrictive notion of equivalence, the
open problem of obtaining the classes of irreducible representations has
to be solved.
Of course, the answer to the question whether a unitary transformation
has to be considered as trivial or not depends on the physical context
in which this question is raised. In this thesis the physical context will
be that of "elementary" quantum mechanics, described in a Hilbert space
consisting of wave functions in space-time. These wave functions in
configuration space will have a local transformation behaviour under the
symmetry group. In that context it is natural to consider a unitary
transformation as trivial if it is a gauge transformation (of the second
kind).
Therefore a new definition of equivalence of projective representations
will be proposed here, called gauge equivalence. This is a refinement
of the usual notion of projective equivalence because only those unitary
equivalence transformations are allowed that are (generalizations of)
local gauge transformations. On the other hand this new equivalence
concept will be defined only for those representations that operate
locally on wave functions in configuration space. Such representations
are called briefly "locally operating representations". The problem to
be solved now is that of the determination of all gauge equivalence classes
of irreducible locally operating representations of the symmetry group
of the physical system in which one is interested.
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This thesis consists of four parts. Notes and references are given
at the end of each part.
In part I we will give a review of the various notions of
"representation" and "equivalence" that are used in theoretical physics
and we will give a precise definition of the concept of "gauge equivalence".
There we will meet the notion of gauge matrix. A method will be developed
for obtaining the gauge matrices up to equivalence, as this is necessary
in order to find the gauge equivalence classes of representations. In
this method we will use the concept of superequivalence

of group

exponents, generalised here to group multipliers. Part I has a rather
abstract mathematical character. Its results will be applied to
physically interesting symmetry groups in the subsequent parts, where
the notation and terminology of part I will be used freely.
In part II we will consider the Poincaré as well as the Galilei
symmetry group of uniform parallel electromagnetic fields. We will see
that there are representations of these groups that are projectively
equivalent, but that

describe particles which arc, indeed, not

"equivalent in every physical aspect". Specifically, particles in
different Landau levels are described by projectively equivalent
representations. However, those particles are not at all equivalent
from the physical point of view; a transition between different Landau
levels is not a trivial transformation of the mathematical description
but it is a physical process that involves emission or absorption of
energy. This is one of the most striking examples showing that, in
general, projective equivalence of representations does not correspond
to equivalence of physical systems. On the other hand, the different
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Landau levels are inequivalent with respect to the gauge equivalence
concept. Another example which shows that gauge equivalence corresponds
better than projective equivalence to "equivalence in every physical
aspect" is provided by particles with different masses in uniform
parallel electromagnetic fields (with Ε φ 0) in the Poincaré theory.
Surprisingly, these particles are described by projectively equivalent
representations; these representations are, however, gauge inequivalent.
As a by-product we will find in part II what might be called a group
theoretical derivation of the minimal coupling of a spinless particle
in uniform parallel electromagnetic fields. Traditionally, the minimal
coupling in quantum mechanics is "derived" by correspondence with
classical mechanics. A derivation has also been given by a pseudo-invariance
argument using instantaneous transformations. Although the latter
argument may be the best that is available for arbitrary electromagnetic
fields (that break space-time symmetry) it is in fact a "waste" of
invariance in those cases where a special field is present that preserves
a part of the symmetry. Indeed, in part II we obtain the minimal coupling
in the Schrödinger and Klein-Gordon equations from the (exact rather
than pseudo) symmetry group of the uniform parallel fields, without
the detour via the free particle equations and without the "trick" of
the substitution ІЭ ->• ІЭ - eA. This may be seen as a contribution to the
process of remodelling traditional quantum mechanics by modern (group)
theoretical tools.
In part III other uniform electromagnetic fields are considered which
are particular, in the sense that their connected symmetry groups are
not isomorphic to the connected symmetry group of the uniform parallel
fields. These are the uniform crossed fields under the Poincaré group
and the uniform electric fields under the Galilei group. The equations
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of motion, including the minimal coupling, will be derived from the
symmetry, analogous to part II. We will find a "Galilean subdynamics"
for a Poincaré particle in uniform crossed fields. The exponents of
the symmetry groups will give rise to an unexpected parameter in the
equations of motion, which can be interpreted in terms of an
anisotropic mass, corresponding to the anisotropy of the physical
system due to the external field.
In part IV we apply the notion of gauge equivalence of locally
operating representations to some cosmologica! symmetry groups,
operating on curved universes. For these groups the notion of superequivalence of group exponents plays a non-trivial role in the
determination of a complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices. We will
find that in cosmologica! models with one space dimension a free particle
and a particle in an external field are described by projective
representations of the symmetry group that are projectively equivalent
but gauge inequivalent. This shows once more that the concept of gauge
equivalence of locally operating representations is a more natural
concept for the description of physical systems than that of the simple
projective equivalence. As a by-product we will find that the minimal
coupling is not necessarily the correct description of the interaction
of a charged particle in an external field in a (relativistic)
cosmologica! space-time.

[l"] V.Bargmann and E.P.Wigner, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. З^, 211 (1948),
p. 212-213.
[2] P.A.M.Dirac, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 592 (1962), p.592.

PART I

GAUGE EQUIVALENCE OF PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF
SYMMETRY GROUPS IN QUANTUM MECHANICS
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Introduction
The projective representations of the symmetry group of a

physical system play an important role in quantum mechanics Π Ι . Many
physically interesting groups have been studied in the literature in
order to determine their projective representations, or rather the
projective equivalence classes of those representations. However,
whereas the use of projective representations in quantum mechanics is
based on physical principles, the concept of projective equivalence
transformation is mainly of a mathematical nature. It conserves the
information conveyed by a projective representation in relation to
the structure of an abstract Hilbert space, especially the inner
product structure.
The concrete Hilbert spaces in quantum mechanics, however, carry
more physically relevant information. Indeed, for systems described by
wave functions in space-time not only the inner product, integrated
over the whole space, but also the local "inner product density" has a
physical meaning, related to probability density.
In general the information about these local physical quantities is
destroyed by the application of a global projective equivalence trans
formation. Hence projective equivalence is not an appropriate concept
in relation to the local physical properties [І^ .
For that reason another equivalence concept for projective repre
sentations will be defined here, called gauge equivalence. This is a
refinement of projective equivalence by a restriction on the unitary
equivalence transformations that are admitted. In fact, we will admit
only those unitary transformations that are (generalisations of) gauge
transformations of the second kind.

The point is that this concept of

gauge equivalence of projective representations corresponds better to the
(admittedly rather intuitive) notion of physical equivalence of quantum
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mechanical systems than does the projective equivalence concept.
Previously Γ3;4~] we have shown that there are symmetry groups
for which projectively equivalent representations describe physically
inequivalent systems. For the groups treated in reference [SJ this is
due to the fact that they have group exponents that are equivalent
but not superequivalent [_5~\ . However, even in cases where superequivalence of group exponents (or, more general, of group multipliers)
does not play a role, there still may be a discrepancy between pro
jective and physical equivalence. Particularly, this happens for the
symmetry groups of uniform electromagnetic fields (see part II Гбі)·
Here we develop the mathematical framework that we need in order to
define gauge equivalence of projective representations and to determine
the corresponding gauge equivalence classes. The treatment given here
generalizes the one given in reference I3J because it is independent
of the topological structure of the group, it applies not only to
unitary but also to unitary/anti-unitary projective representations,
the concept of gauge equivalence implies that of "local equivalence"
defined in reference I 3 I and, finally, the definition of superequivalence
of multipliers given here is a generalisation of superequivalence of
exponents ГЗ;5І.
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§2 Equivalence of representations
As the subject of this thesis is based upon a critical investigation
of the notion of equivalence of representations, it is useful to review
some well known results, not only to fix the notation and the terminology,
but also to emphasize the difference between the various kinds of
"representation" and of "equivalence" that occur in theoretical physics.
Much of the material of this section (and of the appendix) can be found
in the literature, often concealed underneath a thick covering of
topology. Here we give a topology-free review, whereas in the appendix
some remarks are made on continuous representations of Lie groups [7j.
Let 3C be a separable complex Hilbert space, «K its ray space,

Όλ(Ή.)

the group of automorphisms of л , UA(!?C) the group of unitary and antiunitary operators in ?t, Ui'JC) its subgroup of unitary operators and
U

(Ж)

its subgroup of multiples of the unit operator Ί χ in JC. Due

to a well known theorem of Wigner [_8j
holds (for dim X

> 1)

(2.1)

S

UA(K)

иА(Ю

the following group isomorphism

/ U(,)(âO.

This means that we can identify the notions of "ray operator" (i.e.
element of U A C K ) ) and "operator ray" (i.e. element of U A ( X ) / U ( 1 ) ( 3 0 ) .
Let U ( X ) be the subgroup of U A C K ) corresponding to U ( X ) / І Г ^ С Ю
by the isomorphism (2.1) then we have the following commutative diagram,
containing two short exact sequences.
I

•+

U(l)
M

•*

1

->.

u(l)

+

(2.2)

U(W)
+
UA(90

-

UCK)
+ л

-* UA(«.)

-

1

•+

1

U C K ) and U(3C) are normal subgroups of index 2 of U A C K ) and U A ( X )
respectively and U(l) is the complex unit circle group, isomorphic to
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U

('Κ) which is an abelian normal subgroup of U A ( X ) and lies in

the centre of U('K).
The following three kinds of representation are mappings from an
arbitrary group to groups occurring in equation (2.1).
Definition 2.1

A ray representation of a group G in К is a group
homomorphism from G into U A C K ) .

Definition 2.2

A projective representation of a group G in Л
group homomorphism from G into UA('X)/ U

is a

(K),

Due to the isomorphism (2.1) we can identify these two concepts.
In the sequel we will use the concept of ray representation.
Def. 2.3

A unitary-anti-unitary multiplier representation (~ UAM-rep)
of a group G in 'K is a mapping U: G
such that there is a function

(2.3)

U(e) - Ί ^

(2.4)

U(g·) U(g) -

•+• U A ( K )

ν : G χ G -»· U(l) with

(e is unit element of G) and
u(g',g)

Uíg'g)

Vg'.gÉG.

In the literature often this is called a projective representation,
but it should not be identified with a ray representation. To avoid
confusion we will not use the name "projective representation" any more.
μ Ξ I then U is a homomorphism and is called a UA-rep.

When in eq. (2.4)
Def. 2.4

Two UAM-reps U' and U of G are called similar iff they are
operating in the same Hilbert space and there is a function
v: G

(2.5)

->· U(l) such that

U'(g) -

v(g) U(g)

tf

g t G.

This similarity concept defines an equivalence relation in the set of
UAM-reps of G in К
similarity classes.

and the corresponding equivalence classes are called
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A UAM-гер U of G defines a so called unitary subgroup G

of G, which

consists of all elements of G that are represented unitarily (and not
anti-unitarily). G

is a normal subgroup of index 1 or 2. If G
U

o

r

• G
u

we call U a UM-rep of G.
Each UAM-гер of G with unitary subgroup G

determines by equation (2.4)

a G-G -multiplier.
u
Def. 2.5

A G-G -multiplier υ is a function μ : G χ G •*• U(l) such that

(2.6)

u(e,g) - p(g,c) - I

(2.7)

M(g",g')v(ß"g,.g) -

(2.8)

Γ.

and
y(g".g , g)y e "(s , .g)

where y 8 » ( μ

if

g t G

„ μ

if

g 6 G .
u

In the literature often this is called a factor system of G with respect
to G . Mostly we will omit the prefix (G-G ) .
Def. 2.6

Two multipliers μ and μ' are called equivalent iff there is
v: G •* U(l) such that

a function

(2.9)

v-(g'.g) »

V

<»'> v 8 , <S>
"(g'g)

μ(Β\β)

о

where v e

is defined as in (2.8).

Similar UAM-reps define equal unitary subgroups and equivalent multi
pliers. A multiplier which is equivalent to the unit multiplier is
called trivial.
The function ν is not uniquely defined by equation (2.9), but only up
to a G-G -character.
u
Def. 2.7

(2.10)

A G-G -character is a function к : G •* U(l) such that
u

K

(g·) * g , ( g ) -

K

(g'g)

Vg.g'ec.

A G-G -character is called trivial iff ic(g) = 1

\/ g e G .
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In fact a character is a one-dimensional UA-rep.
If two similar UAM-reps U' and U of G have equal multipliers, then
they are related by a character <:
(2.11)

U'ig) »

<(g) U(g)

V g fe G.

From this follows that in general specification of the multiplier
is not enough to determine uniquely a representative UAM-rep

from

a similarity class, because there still remains the freedom of a
character between the UAM-reps.
Let an arbitrary group G be given and let G be a group having an
abelian normal subgroup К such that the following group isomorphism
holds.
(2.12)

G =

G/K.

In other words, G is a group extension of an abelian К by G.
We will call a group G with this property a covering group of G,
without assuming any topological structure, and we call К the kernel of G.
Let G

u

be a normal subgroup of index I or 2 of G and let G be the
u

subgroup of G corresponding to G
Then G

through the isomorphism (2.12).

is a normal subgroup of G and G

is a covering group of G .

The following commutative diagram is analogous to diagram (2.2) except
that the normal subgroups G
1

(2.13)

•* К

¡,
1

•*• Κ

and G

-+ G

->·

f
-+ G

may possibly be of index 1 instead of 2.
G

•*

1

->•

1

^
•*

G

For a given group G the simplest choice of G and К obeying relation
(2.12) is G - G, К » (e). However, this is not always the best choice
(especially not when one is dealing with continuous ray representations
of a topological group; see also the appendix). Therefore we will use
the algebraic structure of diagram (2.13) where G may be chosen suitably.
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We want to relate the ray representations of the given group G to
the UAM-reps of a suitably chosen covering group G.
s

Consider the diagram
1

-»• К

(2.14)

+

f
I

G

—r->

uf

Сл

iV

•+

I

* U(l) + UA(TC) — * U A ( ' X ) •* 1

where the mappings ρ and Ω are canonical epimorphisms and

s and Σ are

normalised sections. U is a ray representation of G and U is UAM-rep
of G.
Def. 2.8

The UAM-rep U of G is called compatible with the ray
representation U of G iff
По

(2.15)
Def. 2.9

U

- U ο

ρ.

A UAM-rep U of G in X is called K-split iff U(K) с U(l).

If U is compatible with U then U is K-split and all members of the
similarity class of U have these properties.
For each K-split U there is a U with which U is compatible, defined
»к

byU-

n ° U e s

(which is independent of the choice of s). For each

U there is a U which is compatible with U, defined by U « E o U ο ρ
(which does depend on Σ ) . Not all U which are compatible with U need
to have this form

(unless U •> ρ is injective).

Combining these results we get the following proposition.
Proposition 2.I

There is a l-l-correspondence between the set of ray
representations of G in К

on one hand and the set of

similarity classes of K-split UAM-reps of G in <K

on

the other hand. This correspondence is given by
compatibility (2.15).
So a whole similarity class of K-split |_9") UAM-reps of G corresponds
to one individual ray representation of G. Hence, without loss of
generality we may choose one representative UAM-rep from each similarity
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class. This choice can be made (not uniquely, but up to a character)
after specification of one representative multiplier from each equi
valence class.
Until now we only considered individual ray representations and
their corresponding similarity classes of UAM-reps.The next definition
introduces in a mathematically natural way an equivalence concept be
tween different ray representations. As we pointed out in the intro
duction, it does not mean that this definition is the most appropriate
one for physics.
Definition 2.10

Two ray representations U
•4

and U of a group G in ray

*>.

spaces Ή ' and Э{ are called generalised equivalent
iff there is a ray isomorphism S: /K -*
(2.16)

U'ig) - SlKg^" 1

Vg

t

К ж such that

G.

The adjective "generalised" is added for later convenience and will be
explained in a moment. This definition induces the following one, due
to Proposition 2.1 with G = G.
Definition 2.11

Two similarity classes of UAM-reps are called generalised
equivalent iff they correspond to generalised equivalent
ray representations.

On the level of individual UAM-reps rather than similarity classes we
define correspondingly:
Definition 2.12

Two UAM-reps are called generalised projectively equi
valent iff they belong to generalised equivalent
similarity classes.
.—.

Applying the theorem of Wigner ι 81

^

now on the ray isomorphism S in

(2.16) we see that two UAM-reps U' and U of G in Д ' and 'K. are generali
sed projectively equivalent iff there are a function v: G •* U(l) and a
unitary or anti-unitary operator S: ft -+ X ' such that
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(2.17)

u'íg) - V(R) su(g)s"1

^gec.

Even if U' and U are UM-reps (i.e. no anti-unitary operators occur
in the representations) the operator S in (2.17) may still be antiunitary, making U' and U generalised projectively equivalent. The
possible anti-unitary nature of S has nothing to do with the presence
of anti-unitary operators in the representations, but it is a direct
consequence of the theorem of Wigner.
Often one defines projective equivalence between UAM-reps by equation
(2.17) where the operator S is allowed to be unitary only. From the
point of view of ray representations, however, this corresponds to a
rather artificial restriction on the allowed ray isomorphisms S in
definition 2.10. Nevertheless, when we omit the adjective "generalised"
in relation to the equivalence concepts of definitions 2.10, 2.11 or
2.12,

it means that we do restrict ourselves to unitary S and corre-

spending S.
If relation (2.17) holds with

ν Ξ 1 we call the UAM-reps U' and U

generalised equivalent, and if we also restrict to unitary S they are
called equivalent or, emphatically, unitarily equivalent. If we want to
stress that U and U' are generalised equivalent by an anti-unitary S
we call them anti-unitarily equivalent.
Generalised projectively equivalent UAM-reps define equal unitary
subgroups. Unitarily equivalent UAM-reps have equal multipliers but
anti-unitarily equivalent UAM-reps have multipliers which are each others
complex conjugate. This induces the following definition:
Def.

2.13

Two equivalence classes of multipliers are called conjugated
iff one consists of all complex conjugate members of the
other.
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On the level of individual multipliers rather than equivalence classes
one can define a corresponding concept.
Def. 2.14

Two multipliers are called generalised equivalent iff they
belong to equal or conjugated equivalence classes.

Now we can state: (generalised) projectively equivalent UAM-reps have
(generalised) equivalent multipliers.
From Proposition 2.1 and Definitions 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 follows
Proposition 2.2

There is a l-l-corresnondence between the set of
generalised equivalence classes of ray representations of G on one hand and the set of generalised proiective equivalence classes of K-split
UAM-reps of G on the other hand. This correspondence is given by compatibility (2.15).

In virtue of this proposition the set of all generalised equivalence
classes of ray representations of G may be determined from a complete
set of representatives for the generalised projective equivalence classes
of K-split UAM-reps of G. We restrict ourselves to irreducible
UAM-reps, the corresponding ray reps also being called irreducible.
We should, however, be careful in dealing with the decomposition theory
for UAM-reps. In a decomposable UAM-rep all irreducible constituents
must have equal multipliers J 10] and when each irreducible constituent
moves over

its unitary equivalence class the decomposable one stays

within its unitary equivalence class. The last statement does not hold
any more after replacement of unitary equivalence by a weaker equivalence
concept. Therefore it is necessary to know the irreducible UAM-reps up
to unitary equivalence and to investigate afterwards which unitary
equivalence classes belong to the same generalised projective equivalence
class.
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Notice that the property of K-splitness of a UAM-rep has
consequences for its multiplier.
Def. 2.15

A G-G -multiplier is called K-admissible iff there
u
exists a mapping о : K.+ U O ) such that

(2.18)

У(к',к) -

«(k'^dO/aCk'k)

(2.19)

U(g.k)/>i(k8,g) -

a 8 (k)/a(k 8 )

Й

«

Here we used the notation к

Vk.k' é

—]

for gkg

К

V g 6 G , V k € K .
er

and α

is defined analogous

to equation (2.8). K-adtnissibility is a generalised equivalence class
property for multipliers.
Any K-split UAM-rep has a K-admissible multiplier. It can not be
claimed, however, that a UAM-rep having a K-admissible multiplier is
necessarily K-split, not even when that UAM-rep is irreducible, in
general. In the special case where the operation of G on К is such
that
(2.20)

kg -

/ k
ί к
4

for

for

S

Ê

^u
g £ G\G
u

it can be proved by a generalisation of the lemma of Schur fi IJ that
an irreducible UAM-rep is K-split whenever it has a K-admissible
multiplier [12J .
We summarize the results of this section in the following recipe
for the determination of all generalised equivalence classes of
irreducible ray representations of a group G with a given unitary subgroup G u :
a) choose a covering group G with kernel K;
b) determine a complete set of generalised inequivalent K-admissible
G-G -multipliers;
u
c) for each multiplier, obtained in b ) , determine a complete set of
unitarily inequivalent irreducible K-split UAM-reps of G;
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d) different UAM-reps, obtained in c ) , may still be projectively
equivalent if they have the same multiplier; if that multiplier
is real they may still be generalised projectively equivalent;
choose one representative from each generalised projective equivalence class.
By proposition 2.2 we now have obtained the desired result [I3j .
In the appendix we will work out this scheme in more detail
for continuous ray representations of Lie groups. The appendix is
independent of the concepts introduced in the subsequent sections.
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53 Gauge equivalence of locally operating representations
As we have mentioned already in the introduction, generalised
projectively equivalent UAM-reps can describe physically inequivalent
systems. Hence, the generalised projective equivalence relation
defines a partition in the set of UAM-reps that is too coarse
for our

purposes. On the other hand, the concept of similarity

defines a partition that is too fine, because similar UAM-reps
describe one individual ray representation in a concrete Hilbert
space, which means that they describe one individual physical system.
Our task is to define an equivalence concept that is finer than
generalised projective equivalence but coarser than similarity in such
a way that it corresponds to physical equivalence as good as possible.
A rather obvious way to restrict generalised projective equivalence
is to put conditions on the (anti) unitary operator S: 'K -* К' in
formula (2.17). This does not interfere with the similarity classes,
because the freedom in the phase factor v(g) remains unaffected. In
fact we will demand the operator S to act on wave functions as a local
gauge transformation in a generalised sense. Before we can formulate
this explicitly we have to restrict ourselves to those UAM-reps between
which such a gauge transformation can be defined. Therefore we need
concepts like locally operating representation and gauge matrix, already
introduced in reference [З^.
Here we will give a formulation of these concepts which does not
depend on the topological properties of the group. Moreover, the
treatment will be generalised to groups that are represented unitarily
as well as anti-unitarily.
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The group G is supposed to act upon a set X, i.e. for all
g fe G there is a mapping χ -»· g ο χ
(3.1)

from Χ onto itself such that
У/хсХ

e o x - x

(3.2)

and

g' о (g о x) - ( g ' g ) ο χ

Vg'.g

EG,

Vx t X.

X will be called the universe and its elements the events, but we
do not assume that X has a certain topological structure in this
section. After the choice of a covering group G the action of G upon
X induces an action of G upon X by
(3.3)

p(g)

Ι ο χ -

X' g С- G, V χ t Χ

ox

where ρ is the covering epimorphism ρ: G -*· G with kernel К.
This action also obeys (3.1) and (3.2).
We will consider UAM-reps of G which are acting in a Hilbert
space % consisting of (or rather: spanned by a pre-Hilbert space
consisting of) functions

φ: X •+ С

(η • 1,2,3

) . It is not

specified here exactly what properties the (wave) functions should have
(e.g. the equation of motion) or how the inner product should look like,
because such a specification can not be given without a differentiable
and measurable structure.
dition [î2\

We impose, however, the following con

on the Hilbert space.

' If M(x)

is a matrix function such that

η

(3.4) I

г

σ·-1

i

Μ
σσ

I then Μ

.(χ)ψ.(χ) - o

V4<¿.R

σ

.(χ) = 0

Vx £ Χ.

A Hilbert space which has all these features will briefly be called a
"Hilbert

space of wave functions". We are interested in UAM-reps

operating on wave functions according to the rule "the transformed
function in the transformed event is equal to the (complex conjugated of the)
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original function in the original event, up to lineair mixing of the
components depending on the transformation and the event". In other
words, the (anti) unitary operators work as follows:
(3.5)

(U(g)*)(g ο χ) σ

η
Σ A
σ'-ΐ

.(g;x)4^t(x)

_
f'g t G, t' χ t X

where
('ψ

(3.6)

Ψ8

g έ G
u

tΨ
Definition 3.1

if

» !
if

g ij: G

( A means complex conjugation).

A UAM-rep of G is called locally operating iff it
operates in a Hilbert space of wave functions and a
matrix function A(g;x) exists such that the (anti)
unitary operators work like in (3.5).

The collection of locally operating UAM-reps of G inherits a concept
of similarity and of generalised projective equivalence from the full
collection of UAM-reps of G. The advantage of introducing this subcollection is that we are able to define in it the "intermediate"
equivalence concept that we are looking for.
Definition 3.2

Two locally operating UAM-reps in :K and ',Κ.' are called
generalised gauge equivalent iff they are generalised
projectively equivalent and the (anti) unitary operator
S: 'Ж "*• vK' in equation (2.17) works by multiplication
with a square nonsingular matrix function S(x), combined
with complex conjugation if S is anti-unitary.

(3.7)
Неге

(5Ψ) (x) -

Ζ
σ'-Ι

S

,(x) •!!, (χ).

ψ - Φ (гезр.ф ) if S is unitary (resp. anti-unitary).

When we omit the adjective "generalised" we restrict ourselves to unitary S.

- ЗА -

The matrix S(x) is not necessarily a unitary matrix, even though the
operator S:

К •* äi.'

Definition 3.3

is a (anti) unitary operator.

A complex square matrix function A defined on G χ X is
called a G-G -gauge matrix iff

(3.8)

A(e;x) - i

t χ t X

and there is a function μ: G χ G •+ U(l) such that
(3.9)

Α(β·;ε

ο χ) A g , (g;x) - y(g,,g)A(g,g;x) Vg'.g έ G, fc'χ С- Χ.

where A

is defined analogous to (3.6).

From this definition follows that A(g;x) is nonsingular and that μ

is a

G-G -multiplier.
u
Any locally operating UAM-rep U of G with unitary subgroup G

defines a

G-G -gauge matrix A, having the same multiplier, as can be proved by
the use of (2.4), (3.4) and (3.5).
The matrix A(g;x) is not necessarily a unitary matrix, although the
operator U(g) is a (anti) unitary operator.
Definition 3.4

Two gauge matrices A and A 1 are called equivalent iff
there is a function

v: G -»· U(]) and a square nonsingular

matrix function S defined on X such that
(3.10)

A'tgjx) =

v(g) S (g о x) A(g;x) (S" 1 (x)) g

Vg ¿ G,

tx

They are called generalised equivalent iff A' is
equivalent to A or to A*.
It is obvious that (generalised) gauge equivalent locally operating UAMreps define (generalised) equivalent gauge matrices and also (generalised)
equivalent multipliers. However, the inverse is not true. Two locally
operating UAM-reps which are projectively equivalent and have equivalent
gauge matrices (i.e. which are locally equivalent in the sense of reference
L 3]

) are not necessarily gauge equivalent, because the matrix S(x)
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from equation (3.10) does not necessarily .work as a unitary operator
S: (jC ->• dC ' corresponding to equation (3.7).
Two locally operating UAM-reps in Χ

and A ' are (generalised)

gauge equivalent iff their gauge matrices are (generalised) equi
valent and this is effected by a matrix S(x) which defines a unitary
(or anti-unitary) operator S:

K· •*•

'K.' by equation (3.7).

In order to obtain the (generalised) gauge equivalence classes
of locally operating UAM-reps it is necessary (but not sufficient)
to find a complete set of (generalised) inequivalent gauge matrices.
The next section will be devoted to that problem. When we have found
such a complete set of gauge matrices we still have to find out
whether or not there are locally operating UAM-reps, being (generalised)
projectively equivalent and having equal gauge matrices from that
complete set, which are, nevertheless, not (generalised) gauge equivalent.
This will be done in part II for physically relevant groups.
It is not true, in general, that each multiplier of a group can
appear as the multiplier of a gauge matrix of that group. Let χ

be
о

an event, called the origin of X, which is chosen fixed once and for all.
Let Г and
Lemma 3.1

Г

be the isotropy groups of χ

power of μ) l-

(3.11)

respectively.

The multiplier u of a G-G -gauge matrix of dimension nxn has
the property that

Proof:

in G and G

μ I - -

(the restriction to Γ of the n-th

a trivial Γ-Γ -multiplier.

From equation (3.9) it follows that
Α(γ , ;χ ο ) Α Ύ ' ( γ ; χ ο ) -

μίγ" ,γ) A ( Y V , X O )

Ϋγ'.γΕΓ.

Calculation of the determinant gives

pn(Y'.Y) - (»(γ') Λ γ ) / α(γ'γ)
with

α(γ) » det Α(γ;χ ) / |det Α(γ;χ )| .

q.e.d.
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From this lemma it follows that, in general, not all (generalised)
projective equivalence classes of UAM-reps contain a locally operating
representative.
Definition 3.5

A set of matrices {0(γ)|γ e Γ} is called а

Γ-Γ -matrix-

rep iff there exists a function σ : ΓχΓ -»· U(l) such
that D(e) •» 1
(3.12)

(γ) -

DÍY') D ^

and

σ(γ·,γ) η(γ·γ)

From this definition it follows that
is а

Уу'.уеГ.

0(γ) is non-singular and that σ

Γ-Γ -multiplier.
u

Definition 3.6

Two Γ-Γ -matrixreps D and D' are called equivalent
iff there exist a matrix Τ and a function

τ:Γ -»• U(l)

such that
(3.13)

D'(Y) -

τ(γ) ΤΌ(γ) ( Τ ~ , ) γ

Vy

e Γ.

They are called generalised equivalent iff D' is
equivalent to D or to D .
(Remark: for the sake of brevity the word "matrixrep" is used here to
denote a "linear-antilinear multiplier matrix reoresentation having
a multiplier of modulus one" and the word "equivalent" in connection
with matrixrep means "projectively equivalent").
From equation (3.11) it is obvious that any
with multiplier μ determines а

G-G -gauge matrix

A

Γ-Γ -matrixrep D with multiplier a,

given by
(3.1A)

0(γ)

= Α(γ;χ ο )

i.e.

D =

A| - χ { χ

}

о
(3.15)

σ(γ',γ)

-

(.У'ІУ)І.В.

о-у|?х?

.

(Generalised) equivalent gauge matrices have (generalised) equivalent
matrixreps.
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The property of K-splitness of a locally operating UAM-rep
has consequences for its gauge matrix.
Definition 3.7

A gauge matrix A is called K-split iff there exists
a mapping

(3.16)

A(k;x)

=

a(k)

α: К ·+ U(l) such that
±

\/k e К, V x £ X .

It is obvious from equation (3.3) that the kernel К is contained
in the isotropy group Г (in fact, even in Г ).
Definition 3.8

A matrixrep D is called K-split iff there exists
a mapping

(3.17)

D(k)

α: К

•= o(k) £

-»-11(1) such that
Vk

e К.

A locally operating UAM-rep is K-split iff its gauge matrix is K-split.
A K-split gauge matrix has a K-split matrixrep and a K-admissible
multiplier. K-splitness is a generalised equivalence class property
for gauge matrices and matrixreps.
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From now on we assume that the group G, hence also G, operates
transitively on the universe X. This means that after the choice of
a fixed origin
χ
&

ο

there exists for each χ 6 X an element h £ G
χ

such that
(4.1)

h · χ
X

V χ e Χ.

» χ

о

By convention we choose h

» e. Let such a set of elements {h Ι χ £ X}
X1

X

о
be chosen fixed once and for all, then this can be considered as a
set of representatives for the left cosets of the isotropy group Г
in G. Then we have the unique decomposition
(4.2)
with

g - h(g) Y(g)

Vg £ G

Y(g) £ Γ and

(4.3)

h(g) - Ь ^ .
g.xo

It is easily seen that in the case of transitive operation of
G on X different choices of origin χ will lead to conjugate isotropy
groups Г. As the equivalence classes of multipliers of G are invariant
under the inner automorphisms of G (see proposition

1 of reference ¡JjJ )

it is clear that the property of a multiplier formulated in lemma 3.1
is independent of the choice of the origin when G operates transitively
on X.
The following concept is very useful for the determination of a
complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices.
Definition 4.1
(4.4)

4B
h(e)
A(g;xo) - A"
'(Y(g);x
(Y(g);x0)

Definition 4.2
(4.5)

A gauge matrix is called centered iff
VV gg e B .

A multiplier is called centered iff

P(g,r') - и ^ ^ Ы . у ' )

V g É G , V y 6 Г.
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By the use of the equations (3.9) and (4.1 - 3) one can prove
straightforwardly that the multiplier of a centered gauge matrix
is centered, that a gauge matrix A with multiplier

v

is centered

iff it has the property
(4.6)

A(g;x) -

h
y(g,h x ) Α ε °

χ

(Y(gh x );x o ) Vg 6 G . V x e X,

and that any function v: G -»Uil) which realizes the equivalence
between two centered multipliers (by equation 2.9) has the property
(4.7)

v(g) =

v(h(g)) v h ( g ) M g ) )

Vgec.

The usefulness of the concept "centered" is clear from the following
lemma.
Lemma 4.1

Any equivalence class of gauge matrices contains a
centered representative.

Proof:

Let A be a gauge matrix with multiplier μ. Define the equi

valent gauge matrix A' by
(4.8)

A'ig^) -

:x ) A(g;x) A e (h :x ).

P(h(g), Y(g)) Α ' Ό ι
goX

ο

о

X

Use the equations (3.9) and (4.1 - 3) to check that A' is centered.
q.e.d.
We leave it as an excercise for the reader to prove that any
equivalence class of multipliers contains a centered representative.
We will try to obtain a complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices
and we will choose them all centered.
From equation (4.6) it follows that a centered G-G -gauge matrix
A is determined by its (necessarily centered) G-G -multiplier μ and by
its

Γ-Γ -matrixrep D given by equation (3.14).

Conversely, if μ is a centered G-G -multiplier and D is а
with

Γ-Γ -matrixrep

Γ-Γ -multiplier в given by equation (3.15), then A(g;x) defined by
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(4.9)

A(g;x) -

h
li(g,hx) D g ' x (γ( 8 η χ ))

is a centered G-G -gauge matrix, as can be shown straightforwardly.
It is obvious that equivalent centered gauge matrices have equivalent
multipliers and equivalent matrixreps. However, it is not true that
two centered gauge matrices are equivalent if they have equivalent
multipliers and equivalent matrixreps.
Before we give a necessary and sufficient condition for the equivalence
of the gauge matrices we prove the following result.
Lemma 4.2

If in equation (4.9) A moves over all centered gauge
matrices in its equivalence class, then D moves over
all matrixreps in its equivalence class.

Proof. Let A be a centered gauge matrix having matrixrep D. Let D' be
a matrixrep equivalent to D, then equation (3.13) holds. Define the
gauge matrix A' equivalent to A by equation (3.10) with

v(g) =

Th(8)(Y(g))

and

S(x) - Τ

x

where τ and Τ obey equation (3.13). It is straightforward to check
that A', defined in that way, is centered and that A'ÍYJx ) • D ' Í Y ) .
q.e.d.
An analogous result does not hold for the multipliers.
Lemma 4.3

Let A and A' be two centered gauge matrices having equivalent multipliers μ and μ' and equivalent matrixreps D
and D' then a necessary and sufficient condition under

which A and A' are equivalent is the following: there exists a function
v: G -»• U(l) realising the equivalence of μ and μ' (by equation 2.9)
and there exist a matrix Τ and a function τ: Γ -*• U(l) realising the
equivalence of D and D' (by equation 3.13), such that v|= = τ.
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Proof. It is obvious that the condition is necessary. The following
calculation proves that it is also sufficient. From equation (4.9),
both for primed and unprimed Α, μ and D, and from the equations (2.9)
and (3.13) we get
v(g)vg(h )
X

A'(g;x) -

v ( B h

)

h
τ R " X (Y(ghx))T

8

h
_
° X A(g;x)(T ')

X

gh
.

Due to the centeredness of ν and μ' equation (4.7) holds for ν and we
apply this to v(gh ). This gives

vg(h )

/T(Y(gh ))\Vx

(4.10) A'(g;x) » ( ^ ^ i b V i
x

h

_ gh

T«xA(g;x)(T ') x.

^Tbn)
R«x

By assumption we may choose τ and ν such that the factor with τ/ν
vanishes; then equation (4.10) has the form of eq. (3.10) with
h
Τ X / v(hx).

S(x) -

q.e.d.

From lemma 4.2 it follows that we may assume without loss of
generality that in lemma 4.3 the matrixreps are equal: D « D'.
Then equation (3.13) reads
(4.11)

D(Y) =

τ(γ) Τ Ό(γ) (т"

This equation implies that τ is а
and that τ

Г

£ Г .

Γ-Γ -character (see definition 2.7)

is a trivial

Γ-Γ -character (where η is the dimension of
u
the matrixrep D ) . In general, however, it does not imply that the

character τ is trivial itself.
The following definition provides us with an equivalence relation
in the set of centered multipliers of G.
Definition 4.3

Two centered multipliers V and μ' of G are called
superequivalent iff they are equivalent on C. and their
equivalence can be realised by a function
(obeying equation 2.9) such that

vl- Ξ 1.

v: G'-»· U(l)

- иг -

From this definition it follows that superequivalent centered
multipliers of G coincide on СхГ.
By means of this superequivalence concept we can give a sufficient
but in general not necessary condition for the equivalence of the
gauge matrices.
Proposition 4.1

Let A and A' be centered gauge matrices having
equivalent multipliers μ and μ' and equal matrixreps
D - D ' , then a sufficient condition for the equivalence

of A and A' is the superequivalence of μ and μ'. In the special cases
where equation (4.11) implies that τ is a trivial

Γ-Γ -character

this condition is also necessary.
Proof: (Sufficient) Superequivalence of μ and μ' implies the sufficient
(and necessary) condition of lemma 4.3 with Τ « I and τΞ 1 (and Π = D ' ) .
(Necessary) If equation (4.11), which follows from the equivalence
of A and A', can only be obeyed by a trivial character τ then there
exists a function v: G •+· U(l) realising the equivalence of μ and μ'
such that

vl- is a trivial

Γ-Γ -character. This means that

if

and

γ6?\Γ

γ e f

Define

ν(γ) « α

к: G •* U(l) by

if

(where

<(g) - 1 if g £ С

and

ν(γ) » I

ο e U(I) is fixed).
K(g) - α if g e C,\G ;

then к is a trivial G-G -character and к|- = ^ І ^ . The function ~: G •+ U(l)
u
ιΓ
ΙГ
defined by v(g) » v(g)/ic(g)also realizes the equivalence of μ and μ' and

'υ] ρ Ξ 1.

q.e.d.

The condition in this proposition is more transparant than that in
lemma 4.3 (with D - D') because it does not refer to the matrixreps
any more. The price we have paid for that transparency is the necessity
of this condition. In many special cases, fortunately, it still is
necessary. This is always so when we deal with 1-dimensional matrices.
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At first sight one may presume that for every group G any
two equivalent centered multipliers coinciding on СхГ

are also

superequivalent. That this is not true will be clear from the
corollary of the next lemma.
Lemma 4.4

Let ν and μ' be equivalent centered multipliers of G,
coinciding on СхГ, then

a) for any function v: 0 + 11(1)
realizing their equivalence (by equation 2.9) the restriction ν is a character of Γ;
b)

ν and υ' are superequivalent iff each character of Γ obtained in
this way can be extended to a character of G.

Proof

a) Trivial from equation (2.9) and μ|= = » μ'Ι- - ·
b) (only if) Let

v(g) and v(g) obey equation (2.9) and let

'vl'z; Ξ 1. Now the function к on G defined by
character of G with
b) (if)

K(g) - v(g)/ "vig) is a

κ(γ) » ν(γ).

Let ν obey equation (2.9) and let ic(g) be a character

of G such that < =• ν -. Now the function ~ on G defined by
~(е) •

v(g)/ K(g)

Corollary

obeys equation (2.9) and V U E 1.

q.e.d.

Let μ be a centered multiplier of G and ρ a character of Γ

that can not be extended to a character of C, then μ.
. defined by
J
(μ,ρ)

f4 m
(4.12)

fe',g)
*ί --lg

îμ.

(υ

'

ρ)

f B ' ,g)
*) P
μ(^

U

h(g

' h/p'gS
W))PS'h(g)(Y(g))
P h ( g g ) (Yig'g))

is a multiplier of G equivalent to μ, coinciding with μ on СхГ,
(hence, also centered) but not superequivalent to μ.
The set of characters of Γ can be given the structure of an
abelian group. Those characters that can be extended to G form a
subgroup. Choose an arbitrary set of representatives for the cosets
of this (normal) subgroup. If in equation (4.12) ρ moves over this set
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of representatives then we obtain a complete set of superinequivalent
centered multipliers и,
*, equivalent to μ on G and coinciding with
\P » 0 )
μ on

СхГ.
Combination of these results gives, due to proposition 4.1,

that we obtain a (possibly overcomplete set containing a) complete
set of inequivalent gauge matrices A of G in the form (cf. equation
4.9)
(4.13)

Â(g;x) -

w ( P t P ) (R.hx) D

8

°

x

(γ(β1ιχ))

if (a) D moves over a complete set of inequivalent matrixreps of Γ,
(b)

μ moves over a complete set of inequivalent centered multipliers

of G for which μ|- - coincides with the multiplier of D and (c) ρ
moves over a set of coset representatives of non-extensible characters
of

Γ. The gauge matrix A obtained in equation (4.13) is centered, it

has the multiplier μ,
,. given in equation (4.12) and it has the
(V IP J
л
raatrixrep ΐΚγ). Notice that gauge matrices A obtained by equal μ's
but different o's have different multipliers, because μ.
. depends
(μ,ρ)
on ρ. This can be changed by the application of an equivalence trans
formation on A (see equation 3.10) with S » Ί- and

v(g) » (p

(Y(g)))

Then we obtain the (possibly overcomplete) set of gauge matrices
h
h
(4.14)
A(g;x) = y(g,h x ) D ε ° Χ ( γ ( β ^ ) ) / о B * x (γ(β1ΐχ))
where D, μ and ρ move over the same sets as before. The gauge matrix A
obtained in equation (4.14) is centered, it has the multiplier μ and it
has the matrixrep Γ)(γ)/ρ(γ). This has the advantage that all gauge
matrices A obtained by the same μ have equal multipliers,viz. u itself.
The possible overcompleteness of the set of gauge matrices obtained
in equation (4.14) (or alternatively in (4.13)) depends on the properties
of the group G that we consider. Fortunately for many groups this set
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is not overcomplete at all .

This certainly is the case if

G has the property that all characters of Γ can be extended to
characters of G; then two centered multipliers of G coinciding on
GxF

are superequivalent iff they are equivalent, due to lemma 4.4.

For such groups the following proposition holds.
Proposition
4.2
E

If all Γ-Γ -characters can be extended to G-G u
u
characters then two gauge matrices of G are
equivalent iff their multipliers and their matrixreps are equivalent.

Proof:

(only if) Trivial.
(if)

By proposition 4.1

and lemma 4.4 the assertion holds

for two centered gauge matrices having equal matrixreps, hence, by
the lemma's 4.1 and 4.2 it holds for arbitrary gauge matrices.

q.e.d.

Remark : We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that the
extensibility property of the characters is independent of the choice
of the origin χ .
о
An imoortant collection of groups for which all characters of Г
can be extended to G is formed by the groups in which the coset
representatives {h lx É X} can be chosen as a normal subgroup of G .
With this choice we obtain semi-direct products
(4.15)

С = Х л Г

,G
u

« Х л Г
u

where X is identified with the normal subgroup {h |x 6 X}, called the
subgroup of translations in this case. Then the groups Г and Г

are

called the homogeneous subgroups of G and G .
It is a trivial excercise to show that for a group of this kind
any
Г-Г -character о can be extended to a G-G -character к by
J
u
u
definition of

ic(g) =

D(Y(g)).
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Hence for those groups two centered multinliers of G coinciding
on GxT

are superequivalent iff they are equivalent.

It is also trivial to show that for such a group the homogeneous part of gh

does not depend on x, i.e.

(4.16)

Y(g)

Y(Bh x ) -

VgéG,

Vx6X.

Substitution of this result in equation (4.9) gives with h

6
6° x

that a centered gauge matrix of such a groun has the form
(4.17)

A(g;x)

=

U(g,h x )

D( Y (g)).

A complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices A is obtained if
in equation (4.17) D and μ move over the sets mentioned before.
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55

Application to Lie groups
Up till now we only used algebraic properties of the group G

operating (transitively) on the set X. Herç we consider also topological
properties, as we apply the foregoing concepts to a Lie group G operating
transitively

on a manifold X. In the appendix a review has been given

of the machinery that is needed in order to obtain the generalised
equivalence classes of irreducible continuous ray representations of
a Lie group G. The connected simply connected universal covering group G
of the connected subgroup G

of G plays a central role in the determination
о

of the continuous UAM-reps of a covering group G of G. A continuous UAM-rep
of G has a multiplier uCg'.g) that is continuous on G χ G and - if it is
locally operating - it has a gauge matrix A(g;x) that is continuous on
G for each χ 6 X. The equivalence of two continuous multipliers μ and u'
of G can be realised (by equation (2.9)) by a function ν : G -»· U(l) that
is continuous. An analogous statement holds for the equivalence of two
continuous UAM-reps of G.
Due to the connectedness of G

its elements are represented unitarily

in a continuous UAM-rep. The continuous multipliers μ of a connected simply
connected Lie group G

can be expressed uniquely in terms of its exponents

ζ by
(5.1)

μ ^ ' , Ε ) - exp Uçig'.g)}.

The notion of group exponent is used here only for connected simply
connected Lie groups and it is a continuous function by definition.
Analogously, the continuous functions ν : G

•* U(l) with v(e) « 1

can be expressed uniquely in terms of the continuous functions
ς : G
(5.2)

•+ R with ç(e) » 0 by
v(g) = exp {iç(g)}.
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All properties and relations of continuous multipliers of G

can

be translated in terms of its exponents by the use of the equations
(5.1) and (5.2) where all functions are continuous on G . In
particular, two exponents ξ and ζ' of G

are equivalent iff there

exists a continuous function ζ : G
(5.3)

•» U(l) such that
о
Ç'(g\g) - ag'.g) + tig') + C(g) - Cig'g).

Apart from the given algebraic and topological structure we
suppose the following additional properties that interrelate both
structures

£23] :

a) the intersection G Л Г (where G is the connected part of G
о
о
and where Г is the isotropy group in G of the origin χ

chosen

in X) is a connected simply connected Lie group, denoted by Γ .
b) the elements h transforming χ into χ can (and will) be chosen
in G such that h(g)
is a continuous function from G to G .
β
ο
о
Property a) implies that for any exponent ζ of G the restriction
ζ •=· •=• also is an exponent, viz. an exponent of Γ .
о о
_
Property b) implies that already G operates transitively on X
and that also y(g)

is a continuous function from G to G .

From now on any mapping (function, multiplier, representation, gauge
matrix, matrixrep) defined on a simply connected Lie group (G, G ,
G , Γ, Γ , Γ ) is supposed to be continuous.
The condition on multipliers of a gauge matrix, expressed by
lemma 3.1, gives the following property for the exponents of a gauge
matrix.
Lemma 5.1 The exponent of a gauge matrix of G is trivial on Γ .
—————
о
о
Proof: Lemma 3.1 implies that the restriction to Г хГ of μ »
о о
exp {ίηξ} is a trivial multiplier of Γ . Then the restriction of
ηζ and, hence, also of ζ is a trivial exponent of Γ .

q.e.d.
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Due to the transitivity of the operation of G

on X this property

of exponents is independent of the choice of the origin χ . This
property implies that, in general, not all projective equivalence
classes of UM-reps of G
G

contain a locally operating one, because

may have exponents that are not trivial on Γ

¡_24j .

-so-

ie

Centered gauge matrices and superequivalence of exponents
In order to obtain a complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices

of G

we introduce the notions of centeredness and superequivalence

for its exponents.
Definition 6.1

An exponent is called centered iff its corresponding
multiplier is centered.

An exponent of G

(6.1)

is centered iff it obeys the relation

ag.y') - ç(Y(g).Y')

\/ge G o , V Ï ' e ro.

The exponent ζ of a centered gauge matrix A is centered and the
restriction ζ I— —
is the exponent of the matrixrep Α(γ;χ ).
о о
_
Conversely, if ζ is a centered exponent of G and D is a matrixrep
of Γ
(6.2)

with exponent ζ|·=· — , then A(g;x) defined by
о о
A(g;x) - exp {ίζ(§,Ηχ)} Β(γ(ε1ΐχ))

is a centered gauge matrix of G
Definition 6.2

(cf. equation 4.9).

Two centered exponents are called superequivalent iff
their corresponding multipliers are superequivalent.

From this definition it follows that two centered exponents ξ and ζ'
of G

are superequivalent iff they are equivalent on G

equivalence can be realised by a function ζ : G

and their

-»-11(1) (obeying

equation 5.3) such that ζ|—

« 0. It is obvious that superequivalent
о
centered exponents of G coincide on G χ Γ .
о
о
о
Proposition 6.1

Let A and A' be centered gauge matrices of G
having equivalent exponents ζ and ζ' and equal
matrixreps 0 = 0 ' then a necessary and sufficient
condition for the equivalence of A and A', is the
superequivalence of ζ and ζ'.

Proof

(Sufficient) Follows directly from proposition A.I.
(Necessary)

Equation (4.11) implies that the continuous
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function τ is a trivial character of the connected simply connected Lie
group Γ . Hence, also the necessity follows from proposition 4.1.
q.e.d.
Due to this proposition the notion of superequivalence of centered
exponents is important for the determination of a complete set of
inequivalent gauge matrices.
Definition 6.3

An additive character of a connected simply connected
Lie group is a continuous homomorphism from that group
to the additive group IR.

For a connected simply connected Lie group any continuous character can
be expressed uniquely in terms of an additive character by exponentiation.
The next lemma is completely analogous to lemma 4.4.
Lemma 6.I

Let ζ and ζ' be equivalent centered exponents of G ,
coinciding
on G
ь

a) for any function ζ : G

о

χ Γ , then
о'

•+• R realising their equivalence (by equation

5.3) the restriction ς I—

is an additive character of Γ ;
0

°

b) ζ and ζ' are superequivalent iff each additive character of Γ
obtained in this way can be extended to an additive character of G .
о
Proof

is a copy of the proof of lemma 4.4, written additively.
q.e.d.

Corollary

Let ζ be a centered exponent of G

and η an additive

character of Γ that can not be extended to an additive character of
о
л

G , then ξ-,
(6.3)

ç(

. defined by
jíg'.g) - ç(g , ,g) + TiMg·)) + n(Y(g)) - n W g ' g ) )

is an exponent of G

equivalent to ζ, coinciding with ζ on G

χ Γ

(hence, also centered) but not superequivalent to ζ.
The set of additive characters of Γ

can be given the structure of
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a finite dimensional real vector space. Those additive characters that
can be extended

to

G

form a subspace. Choose an arbitrary linear

complement of this subspace. If in equation (6.3) η moves over this
linear complement then we obtain a complete set of superinequivalent
^
—
. . . .
centered exponents ξ.. N , equivalent to ξ on G and coinciding with
(ξ.π;
о
ξ on G χ Τ .
ο
ο
From the lemma's 4.2 and 5.1 it follows that in equation (6.2) the
matrixrep D can be chosen as an ordinary matrix representation of Γ .
Then the exponent ζ is equal to zero on Γ

χ Γ , hence, due to its

centeredness Ç is zero on G

χ Γ .
o o
Combination of these results gives, due to proposition 6.1,
л

that we obtain a complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices A of G
in the form (cf. equation 6.2)
(6.4)

A(g;x) - βχρ{ίζ ( ς

η)

(8.Η χ )} Π(γ(81ιχ))

if (a) D moves over a complete set of projectively inequivalent matrix
representations of Γ , (b) ξ moves over a complete set of inequivalent
exponents of G that are zero on G χ Γ and (с) n moves over a linear
о
о
о
complement of non-extensible additive characters of Г . The gauge
л
matrix A obtained in equation (6.4) is centered, it has the exponent
ζ,,

. given in equation (6.3) and it has the matrix representation
л
0(γ). Notice that gauge matrices A obtained by equal ζ's but different
n's have different exponents, because ξ.Γ

.. depends on η. This can be

/\

changed by the application of an equivalence transformation on A (see
equation 3.10) with S » Ί and v(g) = exp{-in(Y(g))}. Then we obtain
the complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices
(6.5)

A(g;x) = exp{iC(g,hx) -ίη(γ(81ιχ))} η(γ(81ιχ))

where D, ζ and η move over the same sets as before. The gauge matrix A
obtained in equation (6.5) is centered, it has the exponent ζ and it
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has the matrix representation βχρ{-ίη(γ)} 0(γ). This has the advantage
that all gauge matrices A obtained by the same ξ have equal exponents,
viz. ξ itself.
If the group G

has the property that all (additive) characters of

Γ can be extended to (additive) characters of G then two centered
о
о
exponents of G

coinciding on G

χ Г

are superequivalent iff they are

equivalent. This certainly is the case when G

is a semi-direct product

of the translation subgroup with the homogeneous subgroup
(6.6)

G
о

= X А г
о

analogous to equation (4.15). For such groups also equation (4.16)
holds, so the centered gauge matrices have the form
(6.7)

A(g;x) - exp{iC(g,hx)} D( Y (g)).

A complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices A is obtained if in
equation (6.7) D and Ç move over the sets mentioned before.
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§7

Conclusion
We have studied the locally operating UAM-reps of a group G

acting on a set X and we defined the concept of (generalised) gauge
equivalence for such representations. When G acts transitively on X
the notion of centeredness can be applied to its gauge matrices and
multipliers. In that case each gauge matrix is equivalent to a
centered one which can be expressed in terms of a centered multiplier
and a matrixrep (see definition 3.5). By the use of the concept of
superequivalence, defined here for centered multipliers we were able
to formulate a sufficient (and in many cases also necessary) condition
for the equivalence of gauge matrices. If a group G has the property
that all characters of the isotropy group Γ can be extended to
characters of the whole group G then the concept of superequivalence
coincides with that of ordinary equivalence (for centered multipliers
that coincide on G χ Γ ) . A complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices
can easily be obtained in this case.
The group G has that property if (but not only if) G is a semidirect product of the subgroup of the translations with the homogeneous
subgroup. Then the centered gauge matrices ore given by equation (4.17).
Substitution of this result in equation (3.5) gives the "usual"
transformation behaviour of wave functions in quantum mechanics

(U(g)O ) σ (β·χ) -

eie(8;x)

Σ

D

,(γ(8)) *¡j.(x).

where the gauge function θ can be calculated from the multiplier μ by

and where D is a (projective) representation of the homogeneous part
of the transformation group. The fact that the x-dependence in the gauge
matrix can be concentrated in an overall gauge function is, however,
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not a priori obvious. This has been proved only for those groups that
have the property of equation (A. 16). In reference

Гзі examples have

been given of gauge matrices of cosmologica! symmetry groups, uhere
the x-dependence is not concentrated in an overall gauge function only.
The condition of transitive operation of the group on the universe
is a restriction on the applicability of our method to obtain a complete
set of inequivalent gauge matrices. (The concept of gauge equivalence
itself is independent of this transitivity.) In practice this restricts
the relevance of our method to those groups that contain all "translations"
in (flat or curved) space-time.
Our method can be applied to the symmetry group of uniform electro
magnetic fields in a Galilei as well as in a Minkowski universe. In
part II we will consider uniform parallel fields and in part III we
will deal with uniform crossed fields and the pure electric field.
Our method also can be applied to cosmologica! symmetry groups
operating transitively on curved universes. In that case the notion of
superequivalence will play a non-trivial role [3j. We will consider such
groups in part IV.
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Appendix

On continuous ray representations of Lie groups

Here we will work out in detail a recipe for the determination
of the irreducible continuous ray representations of a Lie group G,
having a finite number of connected components.
The connected subgroup
is an extension of G

ο

С

is a normal subgroup of G, hence G

by a finite group G,.
d

The universal covering group G

of G

is a connected simply connected

Lie group. The kernel К of the covering epimorphism belongs to the
centre of G

о

and G

is an extension of К by G . We have the followings

о

'

о

diagram, consisting of two short exact sequences.
1
+
1 -»• К •* G + G •* 1
о +o
G

(Al)

;«
1
We suppose that a Lie group G exists, containing G

and К as normal

subgroups such that diagram (Al) can be extended to the following
commutative diagram, containing four short exact sequences.

(А2)

1
41 ->• К •+ С
о

Il

1

* К

I
4·
•* G
о

+_

+

•+ G

-> G

+

+

G

H

1

-* I

=

G

-*•

1

H

1

In that case G is a simply connected covering group of G, having the
same number of connected components (viz. the number of elements of G , ) ,
α
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For a given Lie group G the connected subgroup G
universal covering grouo G

and its

are uniquely defined. The discrete group

G, is however not uniquely defined (as a concrete group) and for
d
that reason G may have several covering groups G, nicely fitting into
diagram (A2) but nevertheless not necessarily being isomorphic |_14j.
Fortunately, in virtue of proposition 2.1 the K-split UAM-reps of
different G give identical results for the ray representations of G.
If a normal subgroup G

of index 1 or 2 in G is given, then G

is defined by the following commutative diagram, containing three
short exact sequences (horizontal), the vertical arrows denoting embeddings of the normal subgroups.

1

->• К

->• G
о

ι

II
(A3)

1 •* К

Il
1

-»· К

+

->• G
о

•* 1

I

G
u

i_
-* G

•* G
u

·+ 1

->· G

·+ 1

ι

The reason for introducing G via the universal covering group
G

о

is the fact that starting from a continuous ray representation of

G we can keep "everything" continuous on G (JSJ avoiding problems about
Borei mappings on G |.I6J. In particular (see diagram (2.14)) any
continuous ray representation U of G has a compatible UAM-rep U of G
which also is continuous (despite the fact that the section Σ can not
be chosen continuously in general). This property is due to the simple
connectedness of G. Reversely, any continuous K-split UAM-rep U of G
gives rise to a continuous ray representation U of G.
It can be proved that the multiplier of a continuous UAM-rep of a
group G is a continuous function μ: G χ G

•* U(l) and that two similar
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continuous UAM-reps are related by a continuous function v: G -*• U(l)
(see definition 2.4).
Hence, we are interested in continuous G-G -multipliers
and
r
'
u
continuous UAM-reps (notation: CUAM-reps) of G. In practice we find
the continuous G-G -multipliers (up to equivalence) from the continuous
G -(G -) multipliers Гі7І. The irreducible CUAM-reps of G are found
о
о
^
(up to unitary equivalence) from the irreducible CU(A)M-reps of G
by an induction procedure, that generalises the well-known Wigner
classification [ΐδΊ.
For that reason we focus attention to the connected simply connected
Lie group G . Due to its connectedness all elements of G

are repre

sented unitarily. Its continuous multipliers can be expressed in terms
of its group exponents, a concept which will be used in this work only
for connected simply connected Lie g r o u P S and which will be a continuous
function by definition.
Def. Al

An exponent ξ of a connected simply connected Lie group G
a continuous function

ξ: G χ G •+• R with
о
о

is

C(e,e) « 0 such

that
(AA)

<.к', ) - exp ^ i C ( g \ g ) ]
is a multiplier of G .
о

For a given connected simply connected Lie group there is a 1-1-correspon
dence between its continuous multipliers and its exponents, given by (A4).
It is not difficult to translate the properties (2.6) and (2.7) in terms
of exponents (.19]:

(A5)

C(e,g) - Ç(g, e ) - 0

(A6)

ag-.g') + Ç ( g V , g ) - Cíg-'.g'g) + Cíg'.g).
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The following definitions are analogous to the definitions 2.6,
2.13 and 2.14.
Definition A2

Two exponents are called equivalent iff their corre
sponding multipliers are equivalent.

Definition A3

Two equivalence classes of exponents are called opposite
iff their corresponding equivalence classes of multi
pliers are conjugated.

Definition A4

Two exponents are called generalised equivalent iff their
corresponding multipliers are generalised equivalent.

From the fact that the equivalence of two continuous multipliers V
and v'

of G

о

can be realised by
a continuous function ν : G
J

о

•*• U(l)

and from the fact that there is a 1-1-correspondence between con
tinuous functions v: G "*• U(l) with v (e) » 1 and continuous functions
о
ζ: G •* R
(А7)

with

ζ (e) - 0 by

v(g) -

exp U

ç(g)}

it follows that two exponents ζ and ξ' of G
are equivalent iff
there exists a continuous function ζ: G •* IR such that
о
(A8)

Ç'Cg'.g)

-

Ç(g\g) +

Cíg') +

C(g) -

çU'g)

It is obvious that two equivalence classes of exponents are
opposite iff one consists of all opposite members of the other
and that two exponents are generalised equivalent iff they belong
to equal or opposite equivalence classes. An exponent that is
equivalent to the zero exponent is called trivial.
(Generalised) projectively equivalent CUM-reps of a connected
simply connected Lie group have (generalised) equivalent exnonents.
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The property of K-splitness of a CUM-rep of G

and, analogously,

the property of K-admissibility of a continuous multiplier of G
has consequences for their exponent.
Definition Λ5

An exponent ξ of G

о

is called K-admissible iff its

corresponding multiplier is K-admissible.
K-admissibility is a generalised equivalence class property for
exponents. Any K-split CUM-rep has a K-admissible exponent.
Using the facts that К lies in the centre of G

and that U(l) lies
о

in the centre of U(iK) one finds easily by the lemma of Schur that an
irreducible CUM-rep of G

having a K-admissible exponent is necessarily

K-split.
For decomposable CUM-reps this is not true any more.
It is not difficult to see that an exponent is K-admissible iff it
has the property
(A9)

Ç(g,k) -

Ç(k,g)

V k £ К, V g β G .
о

The set of equivalence classes of exponents of a connected simply
connected Lie group G

can be given the structure of a finite dimensional

real vector space. We refer to the literature [2θ\

for a method to

find a set of basis representatives {ζ.,...,ζ } for that vector space so
I
m
that any exponent of G is equivalent to a linear combination
λ, ζ. + ... + λ ζ
for suitablv chosen real X's.
11
m m
In order to find the K-split CUAM-rens of G we have to know
only those exponents of G

that are K-admissible

and that give rise

to G-G -multipliers Ll7j . Both properties are not only equivalence
class properties for exponents but they are also conserved by linear
operations. Hence the vector space of equivalence classes of exponents
of G

о

has a K-admissible subspace giving rise to multinliers of the

full group G.
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Let (ζ.

ζ } be a set of basis representatives for this subspace.

Consider the extension of ¡R by G
(AIO)

1 ->· R

n

ч- G,.
, 1ξ.....ξ i
η

ι

where the elements of Gr.
-

Η.

l

i(e,g)| θfcIR , g t G }
(All)

о

-

]

(id,ζ)

ι are given by the set

Γ

" '

о
5

n

and the multiplication law reads

(θ·,8') (e.g) - (Θ' + θ + tCg'.g), g'g)
with

(A12)

?(g',g) -

(^(B'.g),

Çn(g,,g))&Rn

Vg,,gtGo.

From the continuous unitary representations (notation: CU-reps) of the
extended grouo G,.
-, we can find CUM-reps of G .
Ιξ. ·. · r ,ξ I
о
ι
η
Def. Α6

A CU-rep и" of G f
^

.к) fc U(l)

, is called K-R-split iff
fc

Rn,

V/ к t К .

Each irreducible CU-rep of G,

, is KHR-split (Schur), but not

each decomposable one. If U is a KHR-st)lit CU-rep of G,
λ fc R

, then a

exists such that

(A13)

Uiî.g) - ехр(ІХ- ) U(g)

where
(AH)

U(g) - TliO.g)

and then U is a K-split CUM-rep of G

with exponent ξτ given by

ζ? = λ·ζ - λ,ξ, +
*\ ς .
λ
II
η η
This statement can be reversed, so we have the following result.
(A15)
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Proposition Al
There is a 1-1-correspondence between the set of K-R-split
CU-reps of G,

, on one hand and the set of K-split CUM4',,Çn
reps of G , the exponents of which are linear combinations of
U

{ξ.....ξ } , on the other hand. This correspondence is given
1
η
by (A13), (AIA) and (A15).
From (AI3) it is obvious that this 1-1-correspondence is invariant
under a unitary equivalence transformation on both sides, so we can
formulate a Proposition A2, analogous to Proposition Al, replacing
twice the substantive "set" by the phrase "set of unitary equivalence
classes".
The results we have obtained now can be summarized in the following
recipe for the determination of all generalised equivalence classes
of irreducible continuous ray representations of a Lie group G that has
the structure described by diagram (A2).
a) determine the groups of diagrams (A2) and (A3).
b) determine a basis {Ç.....Ç }

of the vector space of K-admissible

η

I

(eq. cl. of) exponents of G

that can give rise to G-G -multipliers.

c) determine the extended group

G,

..

U

r*-V

_

d) determine all (up to unitary equivalence) irreducible CU-reps U
of the extended group.
e) define U(g) « U(0;g) ; this gives all (up to unitary equivalence)
irreducible CUM-reps U of G having an exponent that is a linear
combination of {ξ ....ξ } (these are necessarily K-split).

_

I

η

f) extend the G -multipliers
ο

n

exo

i
L

Ζ

λ.E. 1 to

. ,

i l •'

j=l

J

_ _

G-G -multipliers ν
u

r

J

that are K-admissible. This gives a set of inequivalent G-G -multi
pliers that is "complete" under the restriction of K-admissibility.
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g) induce the irreducible CUM-reps of G , obtained in e ) ,
to

CUAM-repe

of

G;

this gives all (up to unitary equivalence)

irreducible CUAM-reps of G, having a G-G -multiplier μ from the
"complete" set obtained in f)

(these are not necessarily K-split).

h) check the result of g) on K-splitness.
i) check the result

of h) on similarity and anti-unitary equivalence

in order to get a complete set of representatives for the genera
lised projective equivalence classes of K-split irreducible
CUAM-reps of G.
It is not claimed that this recipe is the most economical one from
a mathematical point of view (.21 J, but it is satisfactory for our
purpose, apart from the question about the physical relevance of the
usual equivalence concepts.
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See e.g. chapter 3 of J.-M.Lévy-Leblond, Galilei group and Galilean
invariance, in Group theory and its applications, vol. 2, edited by
E.M.Loebl. (Academic Press, New York, 1971) p. 221.
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I 21 1 Perhaps an induction procedure from an invariant subgroup of G, different
from G , may give quicker results. See the papers of Shaw and Lever
о
(references LISJ and ['*])·
I 22 i This condition is necessary to translate relations between operators
into corresponding relations between matrix functions. It prohibits
an unnecessary redundance in the Hilbert space, like e.g. that all
wave functions have the form

23J

', ( 1 .
\ 2ф(х)У

That these conditions are not in each case fulfilled can be seen from
the group of rotations in three dimensions operating on the earth's
surface.

I24J

An interesting example is the covering group of the two-dimensional
Galilei group.
J.-M.Lévy-Leblond (page 240 of reference [_20j) and J.J. de Swart (page
385 of Proceedings 3rd International Colloquium on Group Theoretical
Methods in Physics, Marseille 1974) give different arguments which
result in the rejection of one of the three basis exponents of this
group. This rejected exponent is (in our terminology) not K-admissible,
whereas the remaining two are. Only one of these two, however, has the
property expressed in lemma 5.1.

PART II

GAUGE EQUIVALENCE OF PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS OF
THE SYMMETRY GROUP OF UNIFORM PARALLEL ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

-TI-

SI Introduction
It is not unusual in theoretical physics to describe elementary
quantum mechanical systems by irreducible projective representations
of a symmetry group. In the case of free particles in a Minkowski and
in a Galilei space-time good results have been obtained by a classification of the irreducible projective representations of the Poincaré
£l3 and of the Galilei group [2~\ up to projective equivalence. However,
the notion of projective equivalence of representations does not for
all systems correspond to "equivalence in every physical aspect" L3J.
Previously Г4І we have shown that there are models in cosmologica!
universes in which a free particle and a particle in an external field
are described by projective representations that are projectively equi
valent. Also in the Minkowski and Galilei universe projective equivalence
appears to be inadequate from the physical point of view when an
external field is present. Specifically, for uniform (i.e. constant in
time and homogeneous in space) parallel electromagnetic fields particles
in different Landau levels (in a Minkowski as well as in a Galilei
universe) or particles having different masses (in a Minkowski universe)
are described by projectively equivalent projective representations of the
symmetry group of the fields.
In order to obtain a better correspondence to physical equivalence, in
part I [5] another equivalence concept has been defined for projective
representations, called (generalised) gauge equivalence. The aim of this
part

is to show that this gauge equivalence concept corresponds satis

factorily to physical equivalence in cases where projective equivalence
fails. To this end we will apply the theory of part I to the symmetry
group of uniform parallel fields in a Galilean as well as in a Minkowski
space-time.
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These symmetry groups are well known in the literature Гбі. They
have all properties of the group G, considered in part I: a transitive
operation on a (Galilean or Minkowski) universe, the structure of a
semi-direct product of the group of all translations with the homogeneous
subgroup and, finally, the structure of a Lie group having a finite
number of connected components. Hence, we may use all results obtained
in part I. The notation and the terminology of part I will be used here
too.
In the sections 2 and 3 we deal with the Galilei symmetry group of
uniform parallel electromagnetic fields and in the sections 4 and 5
we consider the Poincaré analogue. Formulae in the sections 2 and 3
that are not underlined do hold also in the sections 4 and 5 but they
are not repeated there. Formulae in the sections 2 and 3 that are
underlined do not hold any more in the sections 4 and 5 and (in general)
they are reformulated there, labelled by an analogous number.

- 73 §2. Galilei

зудтеЕгу

group of uniform parallel fields

Let G be the subgroup of the full Galilei group that leaves
invariant a uniform electromagnetic field with non-zero electric and
magnetic vectors parallel to the z-axis. (The pure electric and pure
magnetic fields are not treated here).
In this section we will work through the recipe given in the
appendix of

part I in order to obtain the generalised equivalence

classes of ray representations of G. Finally we will give the usual
physical interpretation and we will point out to what extent this is
unsatisfactory. So this section can be regarded as a mathematical
introduction to and a physical motivation for the next section in
which we will apply the concept of gauge equivalence between locally
operating representations, introduced in part I.
a)

Let X be the Galilean space-time. Its events are denoted for

mally by
(2.1)

χ - (χ μ ;Ϊ)

where

(2.2)

г · (I)

and î.(Jj.

This means that we use a Minkowski-like 2-vector notation in the t-zplane and the usual vector notation in the x-y-plane. The notation has
been chosen this way in order that the Galilei and the Poincaré cases
can be treated analogously and that we can profit by the special structure of the group.
The group G is generated by the translations in space and time,
the rotations around the z-axis, the pure Galilei transformations along
the z-axis and a reflection that inverts at once the directions of the
time-axis and of the y-axis. G is a Lie group having two connected
components.
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The connected subgroup G

of G consists of all orthochronous

elements of G. We denote the elements g of G
g - ( β μ , χ ; a,φ)

(2.3)

by

( 0 < φ < 2тг)

where
ay -

(2.4)

/ao\
a

and

a -

a

x
la

\ у

zl
are the translations,
(2.5)

|

φ is the rotation angle and

χ - ν

is the velocity of the pure Galilei transformation .
The group G

operates on space time X as follows

gox - (Λ ν ν (χ) x V + л і К(ф)х +

(2.6)

t)

where

<ω> 'V"-(,¡ ï ) - ( i ? )
and
Κ(φ) - / C 0 8 *
\ sin φ

(2.8)

The group product in G

(2.9)

g'g - (α

,μ

о

-Sin • \
cos φ /,
reads

+ Α^ίχ') a

v

, χ' + χ; a' + КСф')«, φ' + φ (mod 2π) ).

It is obvious that G is a direct product
о
(2.10)
where

G

О ) .. У(2)

о

Г * 't

,(і) ,.
X
is the one-(8pace-)dimensional Galilei group consisting of

elements (a ,χ) operating on events χ , and

t,

is the two-dimensional

Euclidean group consisting of elements (а,φ) operating on points x.
The universal covering group G

of G

is obtained by replacement

of the rotations by their universal covering group, i.e. when φ is
allowed to move over the whole real axis. If we use the same notation
(2.3)

for the elements g of G

(but now with φ é R) then the operation
о
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of G

on X is given by (2.6) and the group product in G

is given

by (2.9), apart from the restriction mod 2тг.
The kernel К of the infinite-to-one covering epimorphism from G
о
onto G is
о
(2.11)

К - {(0 U , 0; 5, 2тт)| η € Ζ}

Analogous to equation (2.10) we have a direct product of covering
groups

(2^2)

Go- ^ » к ^ )

with ^ ) -

ψϊ.

The full symmetry group G is a semi-direct product
(2.13)

л

G - G

o

G.

d

with
(2.14)
where I

Gd-

(1. I t y }

is the combined inversion of the time axis and the y-axis.
}

ty
defined by
(2.15)

Ι
ο χ - (Ι χ μ ; I x)
"ty
t

(2.16)

lt

(-' 0)
V o ι/

and

with

I - П M
y
\о -i/.

The elements of G are denoted by (g,I) with g £ G and I e G,. We
ο
α
identify (g,i) • g

and (e,I) - I, where e is the unit element of G .

The group G operates on X as follows,
(2.17)

(g.I) ο χ -

go(Iox)

where the action of I and g on the universe are given by (2.15) and
(2.6) respectively. This corresponds to the group product in G
(2.18)

(g'.I'Hg.I) - (g'g1', I'D

where the product in G

is given by (2.9) and where the automorphic
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action of I
(2.19)

upon G is given by
ty r
о
I
g t y - (Ij/ 1 , - χ; l a , - Φ (mod 2тг)).

Replacement of G

by its universal covering group G

gives in a

natural way a group G which also is a semi-direct product
(2.20)

A GJ

G = G
о

a

where the automorphic action of I

upon G

also is given by (2.19)

apart from the restriction mod 2π.
The kernel К of the covering epimorphism from G onto G can be
identified with the one given in equation (2.11).
Notice that for the non-connected groups G and G a direct product
relation analogous to equations (2.10) and (2.12) does not exist.
The homogeneous
subgroups
Г, Г, Г and Г of G, G, G and G ,
v
v
•—
о
о
о
о
respectively, leaving the origin χ
all elements for which a
the element h
(2.21)

h

» 0

transforming χ

• (0 ,0) invariant, consist

of

and a • 0. The obvious choice for
into χ is

- (χμ,0;χ,0)

and we identify h

with (h ;d). The set {h |x & X}

is the group of

all translations. The coset decomposition of G with respect to Γ
(2.22)

(g,I) - h(g,I) γ( 6 ,Ι),

where h(g,I) & {h |x в X}

and

Y(g,I) e Τ ,

corresponds to the semi-direct product of the translation subgroup with
the homogeneous subgroup. The elements of Г will be denoted by
(2.23)

γ( 6 ,Ι) - (х;ф;І).

As usual in physics we are interested in representations where the
orthochronous elements are represented unitarily and the antichronous
elements are represented anti-unitarily. In this case this means that
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the unitary subgroups coincide with the connected subgroups.
b)

The connected simply connected group G

has a five-dimen

sional vector space of exponents (up to equivalence) ^7J

^ε,ο,λ,λ· " m ε ο+

<2^i>

eÇ

+

l

8ς

2 + λ.ζ3 +

X

' Ь < m ^,ß.X.X· e ft)

with basis representatives
(2.25a)

Ç o (g , .g) - i ( ν · ) \ + ν·3 ζ

(2.25b)

^(e'.g) - ¿ ε μ σ ( β · ) σ Л%(х')а Т

(2. .26)

Çjig'.g) • i(a* x Я(Ф , )а) 2

(2. .27a)

?3(g'.g) - Ф'Х

(2, .27b)

^(g'.g) -

with ε μ σ -(_°

j)

•••„·

For convenience we write Ç. explicitely
ξ, (g'.g) - J U ; a o - a ¿ a 2 - a ¿ v ' a o ) .

(2^28)

One can easily check that

Ç , ξ. and ξ, are K-admissible but Ç, and ξ, not.

Only ξ, is not trivial on the homogeneous subgroup Γ .
о

-J

So from now on we may put λ »
(2.29)

i

λ' • 0 and we define

- - π* + εξ.
l + βξ, .
m,e,tí
o
¿

с)

Using the K-admissible exponents ξ , ξ. and ξ. we define the
ο
ι
ζ
extended group G r ,
.
(see the appendix of part I) with

* where θi £ (R3 and g é. G— . The group product reads
elements (Ô,g)
? - (ς ο , ξ,, ξ 2 ) .

(e'.g') (e.g) - (Î· • Î + |(g',g), g'g) with

The elements (θ,g) can be expressed in terms of the infinitesimal
generators as follows
(2.30)

( θ η , θ., e.;g)
О

1

/

- e

І

0

M І E І
e ' e

¿

іа р Р

В
e

p

^
-іа-Р

ϊχΝ
e

e

-іфЛ
e
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where
(2.31)

μ

3 Ρ

μ

î.?

-

a Ρ - a Ρ
ο ο
ζ ζ

-

а Ρ
х х

+ а Ρ .
у у

The non-vanishing commutators

are

(2.32 a.b.c)

[P0.PZ1 - "iE

[Ρ0·Ν] " - i P z

(2.33 a,b.c)

[Px,Py]--iB

[α,Ρχ ] - iPy

Û,.N]

" "^

[α,Ρ γ ]--χΡ χ .

For the generators of a representation we use the same notation as we
do for the generators of the group itself. The Lie algebra of
G.
1 С

.
о'СГС2'

has five invariants (Casimir operators) which in an

irreducible CU-rep are real multiples of the unit operator.
(2.34 a.b.c)
*

ЖР

•—

(2.35 a,b)

- P2

ο

P

+ 2EN -

ζ

2

X

с.Д ,
II

+P2-2BJ-c|l,
У

E -

ci,

M - mi

В - ВІ.

-L

So the unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CU-reps of G.
le

are labelled by

.
o,Çl'e2'

Γπι,ε,β; с, ,c. ;.?..?.! , where the question

marks stand for possible additional labels. The corresponding unitary
equivalence classes of irreducible CUM-reps of G

will be denoted the

same way. Then the values of m,c and В determine their exponents by
formula (2.29).
The direct products (2.10) and (2.12) have an analogue in terms of
the extended groups. The group ^C

has two (basis) exponents (up to

.
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equivalence), viz. ξ

and

t. given in (2.25) and (2.28), and

V

has

one exponent, viz. ξ- given in (2.26). So we can define extended groups
у

Λ

. \

(·_
{ς

ς

ο· ι

}

and

£

rr- \. The following direct product relation holds
{

for the extended groups
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«Ь»

*«.к,.

- ÏÎU»"*"«.)·

This can be seen most easily from the Lie algebra (2.32 - 2.33) of
G

fr
l

с

WV

(1

£ \r

с \
r \

w h

a n d

i

c h

t h e

i·

9

a

L i e

d i r e c t sum of the Lie algebra (2.32) of
algebra (2.33) of Έ -

(2)
ίΓ

,.
·.

For that reason the irreducible CU-reps of G,

are the tensor

l

WV

products of the i r r e d u c i b l e CU-reps of fe, '.
о
The invariants of the Lie algebra of t

,

, and of Έ. , , .
1
2
, are given by (2.34)

and those of Έ. ί- -ι by (2.35). So the unitary equivalence classes of
2
irreducible CU-reps of Y ,
^ -, are labelled by [m,e,· c^ ; .?.] and
/я Ч

^.

οι

those of Έ. г_ ι by Iß; Ci ; .?Г| . The corresponding unitary equivalence
classes of irreducible CUM-reps of "C

and ^

are denoted the

same way. Now we may formally write
(2^37)

[rn.e.B; С/, ,c i ; .?..?.] -

[ m . e ; ^ ;.?.] ®

[ В : с іг- ? ·]

which may be interpreted as a relation between the unitary equivalence
classes of irreducible CU-reps of the extended groups in equation (2.36)
or corresponding CUM-reps of the covering groups in equation (2.12).
d)

We will not determine all irreducible CU(M)-reps, but only those

for which

e ψ 0 and β φ 0.

The group *C ,

, has for each real β ?» 0 and for each real C:

one unitary equivalence class of irreducible CU-reps, denoted by
fß; с. J (no additional label is needed for β i· 0 ) . A standard reali
sation from this class, operating in the Hilbert space of square inte
grable complex functions

ф(к) on IR, can easily be obtained in terms of

the generators from the (Heisenberg-Weyl) commutator
operating on ф(к),

(2.33a). This gives,
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(2.38)

- к

f Ρ
l x
р

- iß dk

у

The invariant (2.35a) then gives
.2

(2.39)

J-

2

The group C r -l Ç
m and с.

с,

Jg. - 4^2-26 ·
J

ν

ι has for each real ε i* 0

and for each real

o'V

one unitary equivalence class of irreducible CU-reps, denoted
(no additional label is needed for ε Τ4 0 ) . A standard

by Γιη,ε;^^]

realisation from this class, operating in the Hilbert space of square
integrable complex functions φ(ρ) on IR, can easily be obtained in
terms of the generators from the (Heisenberg-Weyl) commutator (2.32a).
This gives, operating on φ(ρ),
(2.40)

Г Pz

- ρ

К

• "i« Τ- •

Ι °

dp

The invariant (2.34a) then gives

<ι^->

N

- Ь

+ i m

f P + ST-

The case m • 0 is included in these formulae, valid for ε j' 0. We do
not consider the CU-reps with ε • 0, although these analogously can be
obtained from the Heisenberg-Weyl commutator (2.32c) for m τ· 0. The
reason that we prefer the rather unusual representation given above
lies in the fact that it has a formal analogue in the Poincaré case.
e)

Combination of the results for

\,

and

"E

by (2.37) gives the

unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CUM-reps of G , having exponent
(2.29) with ε 1* 0 and β i 0, labelled by

[πι,ε,β; с^ , с Л (no additional

labels for ε l1 0 and β τ1 0 ) . A standard realisation, operating in the
2
Hilbert space of square integrable complex functions ф(р,к) on [R ,

-Sl

is given by formulae (2.38) - (2.41) in terms of the generators.
The operators itself are given by

.u

„/· ч
U(g) » e

,, ,,4
(2.42)

ia Ρ

V

e

•* •*•

iXN

e

-ia'P

e

-іфЛ

where we used the notation from equation (2.31).
In the operator U(g) the real numbers c^

and ci only occur in phase

factors exp(ix -гт- ) ехр(іф ·=^- ) hence the standard realisations of
Гт,е,В;с. ,c±~] and

lm,c,ß;0,0j

are similar. Further the standard

realisations of Im,ε,В; с^ , c^^¡ and

Г-т, -ε, -ß; с, , с^ J are

anti-unitarily equivalent, which can be checked when one of them is
sandwiched by the following anti-unitary operator Τ
(ΤΦ) (ρ,к) - Ф*(-р,-к).

(2.43)
f)

Each G -multiplier exp { ίξ

Λ&' »g) J

can be extended (up

to equivalence) to two G-G -multipliers μ as follows [β].

where ν

is one of the two G .-{'U-multipliers, given by

(2.45)
'

ν 4(I , 1
) = ω
ω ty
ty

4

with

ω - + 1.
—

Each irreducible CUM-rep ¡п;,г,(3;с. »Cj^J

g)

.g1 ')] ν ω (I'.I)

νε,β;ω ((8M').(g,I))-[exP i^^W

<L**)

of G

determines two

(up to unitary equivalence) irreducible CUAM-reps Гт,г,8;с, »cj^^J of
G [9 J , having multipliers (2.44). The (anti)unitary operators are
factorised (we only indicate the label ω)
(2.46)

Пде

(g.I) -

υ[ω]

(g)üfB;| (I).

When ω - +1 a standard realisation for
the

same

Гт,г,5;с, .с^ ;+J can be given in

Hilbert space of square integrable functions Ф(р,к) as we

had before, where the operators work as follows
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(2.47)

U r + , (g)

- U(g) from equation (2.42) and

(2.48)

"r+T^t > " T

f r o m

equation (2.43).

When ω » -1 a standard realisation for Γιη,ε,β;^ ,Ci ;-lj can be given
in a "doubled" Hilbert space where the operators work as follows
(2.49)

Uri(g)
L

J

"

(2.50)

0

- f0<«>

)

I 0 U(g)/

U H ( I t y ) - '0

"T

For both values of ω holde
(2

h)

·5,)

и

м(

-в1х •

From (2.47) and (2.49) it is clear that these irreducible

CUAM-reps of G are K-split (see definition 2.9 of part I).
i)

Like before, the parameters c,. and c. only occur in a phase

factor in the (anti) unitary operator U . _(g;I).
Hence the standard realisation of Qn.e.ßjc^ ,c.;ω] is similar to that of
[т,е,В;0,0;ш] . Sandwiching by the anti-unitary operator U r . (I ) we
get that [m,c,S;c. ,Ci ;ii)J and Γ-τη,-ε,-Βίο^, »с. ;ω] have anti-unitarily
equivalent standard realisations.
Hence, two unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CUAM-reps, having
multipliers from the set (2.44) with ε l· 0 and β φ 0, are contained in
the same projective equivalence class iff they have equal multipliers
irrespective of the values of the constants c.

and с,. They are contained

in the same generalised projective equivalence class iff they have equal
or complex conjugated multipliers.
j)

Now we have finished the recipe of the appendix of part I.

A

complete set (up to unitary equivalence) of K-split irreducible CUAM-reps
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of G has been obtained, having a multiplier (2.44) with ε τ1 0 and β ι* 0.
We know precisely which unitary equivalence classes belong to one
generalised projective equivalence class.
When dealing with decomposable GUAM-reps of G, we have to be
careful in two respects:
- all irreducible constituents must have equal multipliers.
- the requirement of K-splitness has to be imposed.
From the first demand follows that the values of the labels m,e,ß

and ω

must be equal for all irreducible constituents. From the second demand
c
l
follows that the values of exp (2πΐ -^— ) must be equal for all constituents,
i.e. the values of c,
к)

must differ by integral multiples

of 2β.

The physical interpretation of the foregoing mathematical details

is obvious but not quite satisfactory. We redefine the constant labels
С/, and с, (for m r1 0) by
(2.52)

Ц, -

C

(2.53)

ti -

C

* /2m
l/2m

and we write the constant labels ε and β as
(2.54)

ε - eE

and

β - eB .

Now the invariants (2.34a) and (2.35a) can be rewritten as
(2.55)

Ρ - - = 1 ρ
о
2m
ζ

(2.56)

1i - ( p 2 + p 2
2m
χ
y
У

2

- —
m

М+^/,
''

еВл. у
m

1

Equation (2.55) generalizes the well-known result [lOj Ρ

- Ρ /2m

+V

for a free particle in one (space) dimension. Hence it is obvious that
the constant m can be interpreted as the mass of a particle, having an
energy operator Ρ
E and B ) .

and a momentum operator Ρ

(along the parallel fields
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Then — N is its position operator 10 1 (component along the fields),
m
^ ^
eE
hence the term - — N in (2.55) is the electric potential energy of a
m
particle with charge e in an electric field E. I/ is a constant
contribution to the energy, i.e. an internal energy, independent of
the motion of the particle. Indeed, equation (2.56) says that the
total energy of the (circular) motion of the particle
to the fields is a constant

perpendicular

£. . We recognise in the left hand side

of (2.56) a kinetic energy term and a magnetic energy term. The
constant

c.

is precisely the energy characterising the Landau levels

with the discrete spectrum

(2.57)

(ÌE.)
in

- (η + 1) I—I
m

(c-h-l);(n = 0,1,2,

).

The interpretation of m as the mass of a particle is in accordance
with the fact that it can always be chosen positive (if m J 0) in a
generalised projective equivalence class of UAM-reps. The fact that the
values of m must be equal for all irreducible constituents in a de
composable UAM-rep gives rise to the well-known "Bargmann superselection
rule" for the mass fill· The constants ε and β, of course, should be
treated the same. Apparently there also are superselection rules for the
electric force ε " eE and for the magnetic "force" ß - eB. As the
external fields E and В are given, we might even say that there is a
"superselection rule of electrical charge" which is intrinsic to the
symmetry group just as the mass superselection rule ¡6]. There also is
an analogue of the "type superselection rule" |j ij

saying that the value

+^1 of ω, appearing in the square of the anti-unitary inversiqn operator
(2.51), must be equal for the irreducible constituents in a decomposable
representation. For ω " -1 the representation works in a "doubled"
Hilbert space and may be interpreted in terms of a particle-anti-particle
"doublet" £l2j.
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The fact that the constant c,. can be chosen arbitrarily within
a projective equivalence class of irreducible UAM-reps fits nicely
into our interpretation because it means that we may choose the in
ternal energy Λ/η arbitrarily. Up till now the interpretation is sa
tisfactory. However, the constant с·

(or Ï. ) may also be chosen

arbitrarily within a projective equivalence class. This means that
irreducible UAM-reps with different values of £i(and equal values of
ιη,ε,β,ω) are projectively equivalent. The existence of a "superselection
rule", saying that the value of exp (2іті — £• ) must be equal for all
eB -L
irreducible constituents in a decomposable UAM-rep, does not change this
conclusion. As c, characterizes the Landau levels, all Landau levels carry
projectively equivalent representations. Physically, however, a particle
in the lowest Landau level (ground state) is not equivalent to a particle
in one of the other Landau levels (excited states). This is probably the
most striking example showing that projective equivalence of representations does not correspond to physical equivalence of systems. In the
next section we will show that the concept of (generalised) gauge
equivalence between locally operating UAM-reps corresponds better to
physical equivalence. In fact, the Landau levels will appear as carrier
spaces of gauge inequivalent locally operating UAM-reps.
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We want to determine the generalised gauge equivalence classes of
locally operating UAM-reps of the group G that are contained in the
generalised projective equivalence classes obtained in the previous
section. Here we will use the results of part I.
The locally operating UAM-reps of G are of the form (see formula
(3.5) of part I)
(3.1)

(υ(8,ΐ)Ψ)σ((β.ι)·χ) -

ς

ΑσσΙ((8,ΐ);χ)Ψ^,Ι)(χ)

σ'-1
As the group G is a semi-direct product of the translation subgroup
and the homogeneous subgroup Γ, its gauge matrices can always be chosen
in the form (see formula (4.17) of part I)
(3.2)

А((в,І);х) -

u((R,I),(h x> l))D(Y(g,I))

Vg 6 ^ tfl 6 G d

where μ is a centered G-G -multiplier and where D is а
o

Γ-Γ -matrixо

rep (see definition 3.5 of part I) the multiplier of which coincides
with μ ζ

-ζ. The G-G

multipliers μ, given in formula (2.44) in

terms of the exponent ζ of G , are indeed centered. In the appendix it
is derived that the

Γ-Γ -matrixreps D are of the form

(3.3)

-

D(r(g,I))

iexp ΐ(χΩ - φΕ)} D(I)

where Ω and Σ are also matrices. (We will restrict ourselves to
irreducible matrixreps.)
Hence, the unitary operators representing the elements of G

have the form
о

η

(3.4)

(U(g)Ui) (gox) - (exp i Ç(g,h )) Σ
ο
Χι.

{exp і(хЛ - φΣ)}

ο «ι

and the anti-unitary inversion operator has the form
(3.5)
(u(i )*) σ (i ο χ ) =
ζ naa,
(I ) * * (x)

.

ψ (χ)
00 ο
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A l i t t l e c a l c u l a t i o n gives from (2.29)
3 6
(^^•^~
- >

£„
ш ε„t ρflCg.h)
x

" ni(iv 2 t • vz) + J e (a z t -oa z-a
o

і ) + 1в(?ха(ф)х)ζ .

The i n f i n i t e s i m a l generators can be calculated now by
( 3

Р

·7)

х-

+ І

U(

ЭГ
χ

8)lg.e

e t C

·

which gives, operating on the wave functions

(3.8)

(3.9)

ГРХ--ІЭХ-|У

J - -і(хЭ - уЭ ) + Σ
У
*

(3.10) f Ρ - ІЭ,. - f- ζ
о
t
¿
Ρ

(3.11)

ζ

- -ІЭ
- Ь t
ζ
2

Ν - mz + it3 • Я .

— — -

ζ

We want to find all (up to gauge equivalence) locally operating UAMreps of G that belong to a given unitary equivalence class
Im,ε,в; с, ,с, ;ω_] obtained in section 2. Here we restrict ourselves
again to representations for which ε !* 0 and 6 ¥ 0 (corresponding to
1

our restriction E j* 0 and В j 0 ) . Further we deliberately restrict
ourselves to "normal type" ω = +1 (to avoid doubling of the Hilbert space).
Now we are looking for the general form of a unitary transformation
ф(р,к) •*•

ψ (χ) which makes a locally operating UAM-rep equivalent to

the standard realisation of the unitary equivalence class
[Ίη,ε,Β; c/f

.с^; ω - +l].

The locally operating UAM-reps are determined (up to gauge equi
valence) by the infinitesimal generators (3.8) - (3.11) and by the

- 88 inversion operator (3.5). The standard realisation of ίιη,ε,β;^. ,c. ;ω - +|Ί
is given by the generators (2.38) - (2.Al) and by the inversion (2.48).
The most general linear transformation, which makes that the
translation generators (2.38) and (2.40) operating on

ф(р,к) trans

form to the expressions in (3.8) and (3.10) operating on φ (χ) is
о
(3.12)

ψ σ (χ) -

ƒ |£

ƒ ^-

Ga (р,к) ехр {-iP0t + i?f

+ ίΡ χ χ + ІРуу|ф(р,к)

where G (ρ,к) is an η-component function of ρ and k, which has to be
determined from the following conditions. The generators J and N given
by (2.39) and (2.41) should transform to the expressions in (3.9) and
(3.11). Straightforward calculation gives the following two differential
equations for G (we suppress the index σ from now on).

(3.13)

2
с
( - | э к 2 + 2-| - ¿

(3.14)

(-ітЭ

+

2
2¿ +

с
-£

- Σ)

-

The inversion operator υ,--ι(Ι

Ω)

G(p,k) - О

G(p,k) = 0 .

), given by (2.48), should transform to

the exnression given in (3.5). This gives another condition for G.
(3.15)

G(-p,-k) = D ( I t y ) G*(p,k) .

The last condition to be imposed upon G comes from unitarity of the
transformation (3.12). In the Hilbert space of wave functions we define
the inner product in the usual way. So we demand

(3.16)

Í V x ψ(,)1"(χ)ψ(2)(χ)|ε . „ - ƒ " § • §

Ф<1)Х(р,к) ф(2)(р,к).

After a straightforward calculation this gives the following square
integrability condition for G.

(3.17)

ƒ dk G'ip.k) G (ρ,к) - |8| -
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The original problem of the determination of all locally operating
UAM-reps having the form (3.1) is now reduced to the problem of the
determination of all solutions G of the equations (3.13), (3.14),
(3.15) and (3.17).
The irreducible continuous matrixreps D of Γ have been deter
mined in the appendix. Here we give only the result for ω ' +1, where
we also have taken into account the property of K-splitness and the
freedom within an equivalence class of matrixreps (see part I ). D
can have one of the following forms, expressed in terms of Ω , Σ and
D(I

) (see formula (3.3)):

(3.18)
-

one-dimensional: the trivial matrixrep
β - 0 ,

I - 0,

D(I t ) - 1

two-dimensional: a set of matrixreps labeled by an arbitrary
positive number с

<3.,9)0 - [-"
I о

°\, Г - (0
+ic/

°),D ( V - /

loo/

cy

0

').

ν ι ο /

Hence the wave functions ψ (χ) and the functions G ( ρ , к ) have one or
two components.
In both cases equation (3.13) reduces to the well known eigenvalue
problem of the harmonic oscillator, which only for
(3.20)

ci

- (n + J)2|e|

(n - 0,1,2,....)

has square integrable solutions. This are Hermite functions h
(3.21)

G(p,k) -

i^Sl

1

1 ^-Лс(р,о)

h
n

{ M'V

where G(p,o) has to be solved from equations (3.14) and - due to (3.15)
and (3.17) - from
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(3.22 a)

G 4 p , o ) G(p,o) - I

and

(3.22 b)

G(-p,o) - D ( I t y ) G*(p,o) .

It is clear that for m » 0 a solution G(p,o) does not exist.
Equation (3.14) has for m » 0 only distributional solutions that,
however, do not satisfy condition (3.22a). This means that "massless
particles" in a Galilei theory can not be described by a locally
operating representation. This corresponds to a veil known result
for the free particle i 13J but here this is derived for a charged
particle in an external electromagnetic field.
From now on we assume that m ^ 0. Then we find from equation (3.14)

(3^3)

where G

G( P ,o) -

(exp - i ( ^

+
•

-^- ))
)1 (exp
I ext)ii|2.η)
η) ι
^
Go

is a one- or two-component constant. When Ω

is given by

(3.19) then the left hand side of equation (3.22a) does depend on p.
Hence a two-dimensional solution G(p,o) does not exist. If Ω » 0 the
function G(p,o) obeys the equations (3.22) for D(I

(3.24)

G

о

) » 1 iff

- + 1.
—

Change of sign is allowed in a gauge equivalence class so we may choose
(3.25)

Go - + 1 .

Then the solution G(p t o) is given by
(3^26!

G(p.o) - е х р - і ^ *

^ ) .

Now we have the following result: the unitary equivalence class
[m, ε j* 0, β i· 0; c, , Ci ; ω = +1 I of UAM-reps contains locally
operating realisations (only one up to gauge equivalence) iff m is non
zero and с|

belongs to the discrete spectrum (3.20).
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We denote this locally operating realisation by (ш.еЕ.еВ;V^.n}
where e • eE,

β » eB and

t^ »

«/2m and where η labels the spectrum

(3.20). The carrier space of {m.eE.eB; ΙΣ ,n} is the Hilbert space
spanned by the one-component wave functions

ψ(χ) given by formulae

(3.12), (3.21) and (3.26). The operators are given by (3.8) - (3.11)
and (3.5) with (3.18).
We still have to investigate which locally operating realisations
belong to the same (generalised) gauge equivalence class.
Although the standard realisations of the unitary equivalence
classes 'Ίη,ε,Β; с, ,c. ; ω] and

I m,e,ß;0,0;mj are similar, the locally

operating realisations {m.eE.eB; І^ ,n}

and {m,eE,eB;0,0}

are not

similar.
We cannot expect them to be similar after having applied the unitary
transformation (3.12) which depends explicitly on 1^ and η (or с

and

с,) by G(p,k). Indeed, the locally operating realisations do not even
work in the same Hilbert space for different values of ^ and n, because
the wave functions ψ(χ) depend explicitly on these parameters. Of
course, the locally operating realisations still belong to the same
projective equivalence class (for equal values of m,eE and eB).
The question to be answered now is whether they also belong to the same
gauge equivalence class. Calculation shows that

U

{m,eE,eB; l> ,„}

(8)

where the phase factor

"

v(g)

S U

{m,eE,eB ; 0,n} ( e>

^'

v(g) is given by

v(g) - exp -ii^a o
and where S is the unitary operator from the carrier space of {m,eE,eB;0,n}
onto that of {m,eE,eB; ^.,η.)

working as a multiplication operator
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(5Ψ) (χ) - (exp - i t£t)<|i(x).
Hence for equal values of η (and m.eE.eB) but different values of

^

the locally operating realisations are gauge equivalent. For different
values of η they are not gauge equivalent because wave functions
ψ(χ) of the form (3.12) with G(p,k) given by (3.21) for different
η can not be transformed into each other by a multiplication operator
S(x). The locally operating realisations {m,eE,eB; '0¡ ,n} and
{-m,-eE,-eB;-l·^ ,n}

are complex conjugated.

Hence in a generalised gauge equivalence class of locally operating
realisations

{m,eE,eB; t,^ ,n} we may choose m > 0 and ^ arbitrarily.

The invariant relations (see equations (2.55) and (2.56)) give
two equations for the wave functions ψ(χ).
(3.27)

i3t + JeEz -

(3.28)

^

^

(-i3z + JeEt)2 + t£

[(-ІЭх + JeBy)2 + (-ІЭу - ieBx)2 J - ^ .

These two equations can be combined to
(3.29)

0

i3 t - eA - ^

(-І

-eî) 2 + ^

- ^

where we use space-time dependent functions A
(3.30)

ΓΑ

0

I t '

and A defined by

- -JEZ
(-{by,

jBx. -iEt) .

They are a potential for the electromagnetic field given by
(3.31)

Í Î - (0,0,E)

It - (0,0,B).
Equation (3.29) is the Schrödinger equation of a charged particle in
the external field (3.31). The role of internal energy L^is played by
Ίλ - Ъ . . Apparently the constant 4 itself should be regarded as an
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effective internal energy for the motion along the fields, described
by the one-(space-) dimensional Schrödinger equation (3.27).
The Schrödinger equation contains the external field by
minimal coupling through its potential in the so called symmetric
gauge. This particular gauge is due to our choice of exponent ζ
„.
—ьі—
m,ε, о

ж

If we would have started from another(equivalent) exponent, then we
would have arrived also at a Schrödinger equation, involving the field
by minimal coupling, but in a different gauge. Any gauge for the
potential can be obtained in this way.
Besides the Schrödinger equation (3.29) we still have equation
(3.28) which determines the Landau levels by the discrete spectrum
(Ει ) B given by formula (2.57). Different Landau levels (i.e.
J- n o
η
different values of n) carry generalised gauge inequivalent locally
operating representations. So we have achieved our goal, viz. to show
that the gauge equivalence concept corresponds better to physics than
projective equivalence (at least in this model of Galilean uniform
parallel fields).
The wave equation as well as the minimal coupling have been
derived at once from symmetry principles. This means that (at least
in this model) the specific hypothesis of minimal coupling has been
replaced by more fundamental hypotheses that are based on general
quantum mechanical considerations only (like: local operation of the
representation) and that have been formulated even without reference
to the special kind of (electromagnetic) interaction.
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54. Poincaré

symmetry

group of uniform parallel fields

Here we treat the relativistic analogue of the "non-relativistic"
case, considered in section 2. Instead of repeating the whole treatment, we will mainly indicate the differences that come about.
Only the formulae that are underlined/printed in italics in section 2
are to be changed; the other ones remain the same and are not repeated
here.
a)

The group G now contains pure Lorentz transformations instead of

Galilei transformations and it operates on Minkowski space-time rather
than on Galilean space-time. We may use, however, the same notation
for the events and for the group elements, but the interpretation of X
has to be changed:
(4.5)

tanh X

-

ν

where ν is the velocity of the pure Lorentz transformation, measured
in units where с • 1. The operation of the group on space-time and the
group product keep the same form, if we change the expression for the
matrix

Λ(χ).

The different form of Λ makes thai, the group G

here is not isomorphic

to that in section 2.
The full synmietry group, the covering groups, the homogeneous
subgroups and the unitary subgroups have the same relation to G

as in

the Galilei case. The multiplication rule for the homogeneous subgroups
is independent of the form of the matrix

A, hence the homogeneous

subgroups are even isomorphic to the corresponding ones in section 2
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(despite their different action on space-time X which does depend
on Λ ) .
The groups G
(4.10)

G

-

and G
?

( , )

are again direct products

χ t

( 2 )

О

(4.12)
where У
b)

'-?(1) χ ^

Gо -

with ?<•> -

F ^

is the one-(space-) dimensional Poincaré group.

In contrast to the Galilean case, now G

has only a three-

dimensional vector space of exponents jj4j up to equivalence.
(4.24)

ςε β > λ -

εξ, + β ξ 2 + λ ς 3

(e,6,λ 6 (R)

with ζ , ξ , and ξ, given by (2.25b), (2.26) and (2.27a). Analogues
of formulae (2.25a) and (2.27b) are not present here. We find
using expression (4.7) for Λ
(4.28)

ζ, (g'.g) - И а ; а о - a^a^ch χ' + { ( а ^ - а ^ ) sh χ'.

Only ζ. and ξ, are K-admissible

and trivial on the homogeneous

subgroup. Hence, we put λ = 0 from now on and we define
(4.29)
c)

cctß-

ες, * β ς 2 .

The extended group G,

, has elements

1 s ι ι^o

// ™\
(4.30)

/« л
\
(e],e2;g) » e

І .Е
ι

І -В
Ζ
e

ia 11 ? .
.+ *
y ιχΝ -ia-P
и
e
е А е

.
-i4J
e y .

The non-vanishing commutators are given by ( 2 . 3 3 a,b,c) and by
(4.32a,b,c)

¡;P o ,P z ]

- -iE

[PO,N] - -ΪΡχ

[PZ,N]

- -ІРо .

The Lie algebra of the extended group now has only four i n v a r i a n t s , v i z .
(2.35 a,b) and
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(Α.34 a,b)

Ρ

2

- Ρ

2

+ 2ΕΝ - с ±

,

Ε -

εΐ .

An analogue of formula (2.34c) is not present here. The label m in
the exponents and representations of section 2 does not appear in
this section, due to the absence of the exponent Ç .
The group

(?

has one exponent, viz. Ç. given by (4.28), so one

can define the extended group "J
The Lie algebra of 9

,

,

,.

, is given by formulae (4.32) and its two

invariants by (4.34).
The following direct product relation holds for the extended groups.

For the unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CU(M)-reps we
may write formally

(4.37)
d)

[ε,β; с,, , ^ ;. ?..?.] - [ε;ε// ;.?.] »[β;^;.?.].
We will determine the CU(M)-reps for which ε ι* 0 and β j* 0. The

irreducible CU-reps [ß;c.;.?,J

of

Έ

fp 1

have been given (for

β / 0) in (2.38) and (2.39) but we still have to determine the
irreducible CU-reps

of î1

[ e ; ^ ;.?.]

and for each real c.. the group

'f

ir

,

·, . For each real ε φ 0

\ ^135

o n e

unitary equivalence

class of irreducible CU-reps denoted by ¡j:;^^] (no additional label for
ε / 0 ) . A standard realisation from this class, operating in the Hilbert
space of square integrable complex functions

Φ(ρ) on iR, can easily be

obtained in terms of the generators from the (Heisenberg-Weyl) commutator
(4.32a). This gives, operating on
(4.40)

f Pz - ρ

Ι Ρ - -iE f .
*•

o

dp

φ(ρ)
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The invariant (4.34a) Chen gives

(4.4,)

e)

N -

p2
E-

+

1
d2
1εί-2
dp

C

+

Combination of the results

>l
_ .

fori

and £

by (4.37)

gives the unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CUM-reps of G ,
having exponent (4.29) vith e f 0 and В - 0, labelled by [ ε , β ; ^ ,c^l
The standard realisation, operating on functions

ф(р,к), can be given

analogous to the one in section 2. For the same reason as in the
Galilei case the standard realisation of [^t&ic,,

and anti-unitarily equivalent to that of |_ - Е»~В;С.

that of |E f B;0,Cj
f)

»c^J is similar to

Each G -multiplier exp \ ΐζ

,С. J .

„(g'.g); can be extended to two

G-G -multipliers μ completely analogous to the Galilean case.
о
(A.44)

( ( g \ I ' ) , ( g . D ) - Fexp iL

uc
ε,Β,ω

g)-j)

L

(g,,gI,)lvi

fl

ε,Β

(I'.I) .

J ω

The extension of the irreducible CUM-reps of G

to irreducible

CUAM-reps of G is also completely analogous to the Galilean case.
We refer to section 2g) - 2j) which can be inserted here (almost)
literally: we only have to suppress the label m continually and to
replace references to formulae in section 2 by their counterparts in
this section.
k)

The physical interpretation is here even less satisfactory than

in the Galilean analogue, due to the absence of the label m interpreted
as a mass. One of the other constant labels has to take over this inter
pretation. If we define (for c,
(4.52)

c,

-m

> 0)

2

then the invariants (4.34a) and (2.35a) can be written as
(4.55)

P2 - P2 - m2
ο
ζ
ν

+ 2eEN - 0
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(4.56)

Ρ 2 + Ρ 2 - 2eBJ - с, .
χ
у
1

Equation (4.55) generalizes the well known result [3j Ρ Ρ - m

2

for

a free particle, here in one (space) dimension. Hence the interpre
tation of the constant label c^

as a squared mass is obvious.

However, irreducible UAM-reps with different values of c.. and c.
(but equal ε,β and ω) are projectively equivalent. This means that
not only for different Landau levels but also for different masses
the representations are projectively equivalent. This shows once more
that projective equivalence is not the right concept of equivalence
from a physical point of view.
In section 3 we have seen that different Landau levels carry
gauge inequivalent locally operating representations. In the next
section we show that representations with different masses are also
gauge inequivalent in spite of their projective equivalence.
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!5 Gauge equivalence for a particle in Poincaré parallel fields
Here we develop Che Poincaré analogue of the material of section
3. The formulae that are underlined/printed in italics in section 3
have to be changed; the other ones 'remain the same and are not repeated here.
The gauge matrices and the locally operating UAM-reps are of
the same form as in the nonrelativistic case, but the exponent is
different. In particular, the label m is absent. A little calculation
gives from (4.29)
(5.6)

ζ
£

0

(8»h ) - •=- e ((at - a z)chx + (a ζ - a t)shx)+ -rf (ахіЦф)х) .
y

P

X

Ζ

¿

Ο

Ζ

Ό

'

ί

Ζ

The infinitesimal generators keep their form except the generator of
the pure Lorentz transformations, operating on the wave functions
(5.11)

N - i(z3.. + t3 ) +
t

ζ

The unitary transformation

Ω.

ф(р,к) -> ψ (χ) has the same form as in
σ

section 3 whereas the conditions on the function G(p,k) remain equal,
except the first order differential equation (3.14). This equation changes
- due

to the different form of the generator N - to a second order

differential equation. The generator N given by (4.41) transforms to
the expression in (5.11) under the transformation (3.12)
(5

·,4)

(fЭ Р 2 + Й

+

if

fe - и) «Р.« - О .

As the homogeneous subgroup Г is isomorphic no its non-relativistic
analogue, its matrixreps

are of the form given in section 3.

The (one or two-component) function G(p,k) can be factorised as in
equation (3.21) in a k-dependent Hermite function and a p-dependent
function G(p,o) that has to be solved from equations (5.14) and (3.22).
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The second order differential equation (5.14) has two independent
solutions which can be chosen as even and odd functions of p.
( e v e n )

G(p,o) - G

/c
4iu\
(5.23b)

.2
.
2
. /(^
1 .+і ^ c^ - iγ r>
ч
G„(even).(ρ,ο)
- ,(exp - і^ Р \)т .F,
Ω; 'γ, ·ι Ρf- 4 _(even)
)G o

/•e τι ι
(5.23c)

2
2
„(odd), ч
ρ ,
і Р ч)т .
/ З+ ^ і
ΐΩ : 0 3: 1. ρ ) G 4 _(odd)
F (
G
(ρ,ο) -.^-jC^P - 2c
li 4 «E*// " 2
2
e o

In these expressions ^

(p,o) • G

( o d d )

(5.23a)

(p,o)

is the confluent hypergeometric function

(the function of Kummer). Its first argument contains in general the
matrix Ω. The quantities G

are one or two-component constants.

When Ω • 0 then the left hand side of equation (3.22a) does depend
с

u ·

с -ν

.. .. η (even/odd)

on ρ for any choice of the constants G
This can be shown by calculation of a few terms in the power series
expansion of |F. . Hence, there is no one-dimensional solution. We will
try to find a two-dimensional one, corresponding to (3.19).
When Ω is given by (3.19) (with с > 0) then the left hand side of
equation (3.22a) depends on ρ if с + J and/or the constant label c^

is

negative. This also can be seen from a few terms in the power series.
If Я - I

l о

) and с

5· 0 then the function G(p,o) obeys the

•ц/

equations (3.22) for D(I

) - j°

λ

Λ iff

with |α|-|β| • 1. This follows from a tedious calculation in which
properties of the function ,Ρ, are used appropriately. Multiplication by
• /a*
a matrix I
0

0\ .
1 is allowed in a gauge equivalence class and does not
α

- ΙΟΙ -

change the matrixrep

D of Γ , given in (3.19). In this way we can

_ (even/odd)
, ^
manage G
to get the form
d

Go^ > - -i(sg„ Ж

(5.25) Ge<™> - i f ; ) .
^2 υ /

with

|η| -

KJ

Υ2|6μ η '

ο

1.

Then the solution G(p,o) is given by
IT (1C//. ' .І£21
(5.26)

- Л ^

f/1 ..1C//

3

iV2\

G( P ,o) - I iexp - g - i

The constant phase η may be regarded as a remnant of the relative
phase between the positive and negative frequency parts of the wave
functions.
Now we have the following result: the unitary equivalence class
Ге )· 0, β г* 0; с. ,с, ; ω • +lj of UAM-reps contains locally operating
realisations iff c,

is non-negative and c.

spectrum (3.20). If с

belongs to the discrete

> 0 there are uncountably many gauge inequivalent

locally operating realisations, labelled by the phase η. If Cy. ·· 0 there
is only one (up to gauge equivalence) because in this case the phase η
drops out of the expression (5.26) for G(p,o).
We denote these locally operating realisations by {eE,eB;m
where ε » eE.ß - eB, m
For m

- +

с^

,η;η}

and where n labels the spectrum (3.20).

* 0 the label η is superfluous. The carrier space of

{eE.eBjnK ,η;η} is the Hilbert space spanned by the two-component wave
functions

ψ(χ) given by formulae (3.12), (3.21) and (5.26). The

operators are given by (3.8) - (3.10), (5.11) and (3.5) with (3.19) where

с - i.
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We still have to investigate which locally operating realisations
belong to the same (generalised) gauge equivalence class. Wave
functions Ψ(χ) of the form (3.12) with G(p,k) given by (3.21) and
(5.26) for different values of cj^ and/or c.. can not be transformed
into each other by a multiplication operator S(x). Hence, for different
values of η and/or m,.

the locally operating realisations are not

gauge equivalent. Also for different phase η (for m

> 0) there is no

gauge equivalence as we can see from the considerations leading to
formula (5.25).
The locally operating realisations {eE,eB;m ,n;n} and

{-eE,-eB;ni ,n;-n }

are complex conjugated. Hence in a generalised gauge equivalence class
of locally operating realisations {eE t eB;m //f n;n} we may choose eE > 0,
or - if we prefer it - we may choose the phase η such that
-Jir <: arg n $ +iir.
As massless electrically charged particles have not yet been dis
covered in nature, we will assume in the following discussion thatго,.> 0.
The invariant relations (see equations (4.55) and (4.56)) give two
equations for the wave functions

Ψ(χ)

(5.27)

(ІЭс + ieEz) 2 - tf», + }eEt) 2 - m 2

(5.28)

(-ΐ3χ + ieBy) 2 + (-ІЭ

- JeBx) 2 -

+ ieE ("J

+

°)

- 0

ε ι

which can be combined to (we use expression (3.30) for the potentials)
(5.29)

(i3 t - e A 0 ) 2 - (-І

- e A ) 2 - (m2 - ^ )

+ ieE("¿ + ° ) - 0 .

This is a Klein-Gordon-like equation of a charged particle in the external
2
field (3.31). The role of squared mass m

2
is played by m ^

- c^.

However, from our approach it does not follow that this quantity is
2
non-negative, but it only follows that m^
m^

Î 0. Apparently the constant

itself should be regarded as an effective mass for the motion along

the fields, described by the one-(space-) dimensional Klein-Gordon-like
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equation (5.27).
'-1
The "non-hermitean term" ieEl

0\
I in the equations is nothing

to be afraid of, because it is a part of the hermitean infinitesimal
generator N multiplied by the real constant 2eE. It corresponds to
(the electrical part of) the veil known extra terms which appear
by iteration of the Dirac equation [lì]. This also follows from our
approach as

we can see from the following considerations.

The two-component function G(p,o) given in equation (5.26) obeys
the following equation.

»•*> lì? i) *«, - (ï 'lì » - -Дг Я ] · <ь.) - «.
This can be proved if one uses straightforwardly properties of the
confluent hypergeometric function. Equation (5.32) induces the following
Dirac-like equation for the space-time wave functions Ψ defined by
formula (3.12).
(5.33)

(J

J) (i3 t • ieEz) - (J

"J) (-i3z • JeEt) - m, β

ЭД

- 0.

Iteration of this Dirac equation, i.e. multiplication from the left by
an analogous differential operator where η is replaced by -Π , gives
the Klein-Gordon equation (5.27) back with the extra (non-hermitean)
term.
The "mass matrix" containing the phase 1 can be transformed away from
the equation - but not from the wave functions - by a redefinition

The wave functions ψ defined by formula (3.12) with G obey equation (5.33)
with n « I.
If one applies Dirac's argument of "treating the space-time variables
on the same footing"[15J on a one-(space-) dimensional model, using also
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the Crick of "minimal coupling", Chen one arrives aC a Cwo-componenC
equation which is essentially equal Co equacion (5.33) with η • I.
The space-time variables (c,z) on one hand and (x,y) on the
other hand are not treated on the same footing, because a linearised
equation in χ and y is not available. This is a consequence of the
presence of the external field parallel to the z-axis, making the
z-direction a preferential one.
An analogue of the magnetic part of the extra terms in the
iterated Dirac equation (i.e. a term of the form

σ·Β) does not

appear here. This shows that the two components of the wave function
have nothing to do with spin [16^]. As the invariance group of uni
form parallel fields does not contain Che three-dimensional roCation
group, we do not find a quantum number corresponding to spin. In
our treatment the wave functions have two components because we demand
the metric in the Hilbert space to be "manifestly positive definite",
as given by the inner product in the form of the left hand side of
equation (3.16).
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§6 Conclusion

In the case of uniform parallel non-zero fields in a Poincaré
as well as in a Galilei theory we have determined gauge equivalence
classes of locally operating UAM-reps of (the covering group of) the
symmetry group of the field. It appeared that gauge equivalence
corresponds well to equivalence from the physical point of view, at
least better than projective equivalence does. In particular we have
seen that the Landau levels of a charged particle carry projectively
equivalent but gauge inequivalent representations. Relativistic
particles that have different masses or that are described by wave
functions with different relative phases between positive and
negative frequency parts, correspond (for E ^ 0) to projectively
equivalent but gauge inequivalent representations. Hereby the aim
of this part has been achieved (see the introduction).
Some interesting by-products have been obtained in the process of
deriving the locally operating UAM-reps (up to gauge equivalence) of
the space-time symmetry groups. We rediscovered a number of well known
equations of motion for a charged particle in an external field,
including the minimal coupling between particle and field. Usually one
first derives the equation of motion for the free particle and afterwards one introduces the minimal coupling by correspondence to classical
mechanics Π7J· In our approach, however, the minimal coupling appears
as an intrinsic property of the equation of motion, derived at once
from the symmetry of the system by quantum mechanical arguments, without
the "detour" via the free particle equation and the "trick" of the
substitution ІЭ -»• іЭ-еА П8~| . This is rather important from an
epistemologica! point of view, because it replaces partly the correspondence
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principle by

an invariance principle [^Oj.

Of course, we admit that we disregarded problems about particles
with spin. This is partly due to the fact that spin does not occur
as a label of the representations of the symmetry groups that we
considered, because the group of rotations in three dimensions is
not contained in the symmetry group. On the other hand we also
deliberately restricted ourselves to irreducible matrixreps of the
homogeneous part of the symmetry group. It may be interesting to
investigate whether particles having spin can be described
appropriately when we also admit reducible matrixreps.
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Appendix
Here we determine the irreducible continuous matrixreps D (see
definition 3,5 of part I)
symmetry group G for the

of the homogeneous subgroup Г of the
uarallel (non-zero) fields.

The multipliers of D are the restrictions to ГхГ
pliers μ, .

„

of the multi

given by equations (2.44) and (4.44).

The exponents ξ, . „ , given by (2.29) and (4.29), are zero on
(m)c,o
G

* Γ . Hence we get

0

о

( A I )

в

μ

ί»ίΡ β . , , ^ β ' · 1 ' ^ ''(ε·1» "

ν

,1(Ι,·Ι)·

The matrixreps D of Γ then have the form
(A2)

D( Y (g,I)) - Ο(χ,φ) D(I)

where Ο(χ,φ) is a representation of Γ . Both in the Galilei and in the
—
Poincaré case Γ is isomorphic to
о

2
¡R .

In terms of (matrix) generators Π and Σ we can write
(A3)

D(Y(g,I)) - βχρ(ΐχΏ) βχρ(-ίφΣ)ϋ(Ι) .

The following "commutation relations" hold

at

f
!
(A4)

\

1

nD

- zn

<Ity> " D(Ity) ß *

£D(I ty ) - D(I ty )E *
D

(I t y ) D*(I ty ) - - ^

where It means complex conjugation. We will restrict ourselves to
irreducible matrixreps.
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that up to unitary equivalence there are the following irreducible
continuous matrixreps of Γ:
' Type Ι
(A5)

Type II

^ Type III

D

Ο(χ,φ) - expíidjX + i d ^ )
Ο(χ,φ) - βχρίΐά,χ + id^)[¿ °]

ϋ(χ.φ) - /

e X

^

^Cl

X

+

С

2ф)

0

^ I ty^ " '

for

ω

"

J(I t y ) - /° "¿] for ω ·

N1,(1^) -(J

»)for ω-

ехр(-с ] х-с 2 ф|

0

where d. and d. are arbitrary real numbers and where c. and c. are
complex number with Re c. i* 0 and/or Re c_ Ί 0.
Up to unitary equivalence we may choose Re c. > 0 and if Re с

- 0

we may choose Re c. > 0.
Equivalence in the sense of definition 3.6 of part I

includes

also the freedom of a phase factor, which may depend on the group
element.

Hence up to Lhis equivalence we may choose

d. » d. • Im с. ·

Im c ? » 0.
The property of K-splitness of the locally operating UAM-rep of
the group G has the following consequence for its matrixrep
(A6)

D(x - 0; φ - 2iO Ê U(l) .

From this follows Re c, • 0. Now we are left with the following cases:

(Ai)

Í

Type I
Type II

The trivial representation Ο(χ,φ,Ι) - 1
υ(χ,φ) - ( J

;)

Uypelll Β(χ,φ) -f e X P C*
У 0

D(I

0

t y

)-^-;)

\

exp -cxj

for,,.

D(I ) . ( ° jN
*

for ω •

V

for

/

where с > 0. The generators Ω and Σ can be calculated easily from
equation (A3).
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PART III

REPRESENTATIONS OF SYMMETRY GROUPS OF
PARTICULAR UNIFORM ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
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§ 1 Introduction
In part II we have seen that equations of motion for a spinless
particle in an external uniform electromagnetic field can be derived
by the use of group theoretical methods. In this derivation a crucial
role is played by the expression in configuration space of the unitary
operators U(g) of the projective representation of the symmetry group,
especially by the contribution of the group exponents to that expression.
The infinitesimal generators can be calculated by differentiation of U(g);
substitution of these generators in the invariant (Casimir) operators
gives the Schrödinger or the Klein-Gordon equation in which the electromagnetic field appears by minimal coupling.
This derivation has been given in part II explicitly for parallel
electromagnetic fields, both Poincaré as well as Galilei relativistic.
For the pure magnetic field (Poincaré and Galilei) and for the pure
electric field (only Poincaré) analogous derivations can be given because
the connected symmetry groups of these fields are equal to the groups in
part II. The discrete symmetries (inversions) are different for those
fields but this gives rise to technical modifications only. We will not
go into that here.
In this part we will investigate the remaining (orbits of) uniform
electromagnetic fields for which the connected symmetry group is not
isomorphic to that of the parallel fields. These particular fields are
the (orbit of) uniform crossed fields under the Poincaré group and the
(orbits containing) pure uniform electric fields under the Galilei group.
The exceptional character of their symmetry groups is well known M.Z.SJ .
However, the exponents of these groups have not yet been fully exploited.
There are more exponents than one would presume at first sight. This will
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give rise to an unexpected freedom in the equations of motion,
viz. an extra parameter that can be interpreted in terms of an
anisotropic mass.
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52 Poincaré symmetry group of uniform crossed fields

We consider an electromagnetic field which is uniform (i.e. constant in
time and homogeneous in space) and for which the two Lorentz-invariants
•» -»

—2—2

E.B and В -E

are equal to zero. All fields having these properties belong

to one orbit, i.e. they can be transformed into each other by application
of Poincaré transformations flj. Hence, the symmetry groups of these fields
are conjugate subgroups of the Poincaré group. As a representative from
this orbit we take the field for which the electric vector is parallel to
the z-axis and the magnetic one parallel to the x-axis, both having unit
length
(2.1)

E - (0, 0, 1),

В - (1, 0, 0 ) .

The Poincaré symnetry group G of this field is generated by the translations
a

in space-time, a two-dimensional Lie group of parabolic Lorentz

transformations Λ(ρ,σ) and a discrete group of inversions generated by
I (inversion of x-axis) and I
(combined inversion of t-axis and Jy-axis).
χ
ty
The elements g of the connected subgroup G

( а м е к 4 ; ρ, σ € Κ )

g - (a U ;p, σ)

(2.2)

and the group product in G
g'g - (а'

(2.3)

р

of G will be denoted by

reads
+ Л1 (р,а)а ; ρ' + ρ, σ' + σ ) .

The parabolic Lorentz transformations are given by f3J

/1 +

+

J(P

σ ) -o

-J(P

+

° )

P\

1
(2.4)

A w v (p,a)

2 2
i(p +σ )
\

The group G

o

ρ

0

2 2
1 - И Р +0 )
-ρ

is simply connected. The full symmetry

direct product
(2.5)

-σ

G - G„ Λ

G.

Ρ
1 /.
group G is a semi-
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where
(2.6)

G, - { 1, I , I , I
}.
d
χ
ty
tyx
The automorphic action of G, upon G is given by
Ι
α
о
x
v
V
(2.7)
g - (I a ; ρ, -σ)
I
t y
v
(2.8)
g
- ( i t y V ; -p.
-a)
where
(2.9)

Ιχ

μ
ν

- diag( 1,-1,1,1)

and ^ Д

The connected simply connected Lie group G

- diag(-l , 1 ,-1,1 ) .
has a five dimensional

vector space of exponents (up to equivalence). A set of basis representatives
[jt, 5J .

is the following

и

(2.10)

Ç^g'.g) - 4Р^а^(Л(р,а)а)

(2.11)

£2(g',e) " P'az + σ·3 χ + K p ' 2 - a , 2 ) ( a o - a y )
t' Çjig'.g) - ІР* а і (Л(р,а)а)р

(2.12)

e 4 (g , .g) - Р ^ - о , а в - ο·ρ·(β 0 -β 7 )

^

L ^(B'.g) - Ρ'σ.
Here F

is the electromagnetic field tensor corresponding to the fields

(2.1) and F*

- e

Γ ρ σ . (We use the metric tensor g^

- diag(l ,-1 ,-1 ,-1 ). )

The uniform crossed fields are the only (orbit of) uniform fields for
which the connected Poincaré symmetry group has five exponents. For all
other (non-zero) fields there are three exponents, or rather only two
because one of those is not K_admissible ¡_6J . In the present case the group
G

is simply connected by itself, so we can not use the argument of

K-admissibility to reduce the number of exponents here. However, the
exponents of G

are important to us only if they give rise to multipliers

of the full symmetry group G of the fields in (2.1). The unitary subgroup
G of G is taken to be its orthochronous subsroup. It is a matter of
u
straightforward calculation to check that the G -multiplier
expii Σ λ ζ (g',g)} can be extended to a G-G -multiplier if and only if
. η η
η-1

u
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λ, = λ = λ « 0. For that reason we can omit the exponents ζ,, ξ, and ξ,
from now on, but we stress the fact that not only ξ. but also £_ is an
exponent of G , giving rise to a multiplier of the full symmetry group G
of the uniform crossed field in (2.1). As far as we know the exponents
Ç_ and Ç, have not been mentioned in the literature [_5J. We denote
<ч,х-ьСі

(2.13)

+

^2'

Using the exponents Ç and ζ_ we define the extended group G г
•, ГбД
-*
2
^1>V
with elements (e,g) where θ £ \R and g £ G . The group product reads
tf'.E'HÍ.g) » (î'+î+îig'.g). g'g).
The elements (9,g) can be expressed in terms of the infinitesimal
generators by
(2.14)

І E І Λ Ϊ3μΡ
ipG ioG*
u
(e^^g) - e
e
e
e
e

If we define
(2.15)

Ρ - Ρ + Ρ
+
ο - y

then the non-vanishing commutators of the 8-dimensional Lie-algebra
of G {
(2.16)

}

are
IG, Ρ 1 - 2ІР
u

(2.17)
(2.18)

+

Ζ

[G, Ρ Ζ ] » i(P_ + Λ)
[Ρ . Ρ Π - "ZÌE.
^ +

[G*. Ρ ] - -2ІР
+

Χ

[G*, Ρ χ ] - -i(P_ - Λ)

ζ

This Lie algebra has four invariants (Casimir operators)
(2.19)
(2.20)

Ε, Λ, P_ and
(P_ + Λ)(Ρ_ - Л)Р + - (P_ + Л)Р 2 - (P_ - Л)Р 2 + 2(P_ - A)EG.

The unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CU-reps of G,

, are

labelled by the eigenvalues of these invariants, denoted by ε, λ, p_ and
с respectively. If p_ f + λ then no additional labels are required. Λ
standard realisation operating in the Hilbert space of square integrable
complex functions φ(ρ ,p ) can be obtained in terms of the generators as
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follows. The two (Heisenberg-Weyl) commutators (2.17) give, operating on
Φ(ρχ,Ρζ),
Ρ

(2.21)

- ρ
x
Ρ - ρ
^ ζ
'ζ

j

The operator Ρ

(2-22)

G* = -i(p_ - λ)3

x

G

-

i(p

Ρχ
+ λ)3 .
ρ
ζ

can be calculated now from (2.20)
2
ρ
Р^ " — ^ Г
+
ρ -λ

+

—

2
ρ
—ГГ ρ +λ

2 і е Э

—

+

Ρ

с
7—ГГ
Т7
ГГ
(Ρ + λ ) ( ρ -λ)
—

ζ

—

and Ρ_ is a real multiple of the unit operator
(2.23)

P_ - p _ á .

The unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CUM-reps of G
exponent ξ

. are labelled by [e,X;p_,cj

having

(unless p_ • + λ ) . A standard

realisation is given by the generators (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23). The
operators U(g) are given by
(2.24)

U(g) = βχρ{ί3 μ Ρ }exp{ipG}exp{ioG*}

-

- exp{ii(a
+a )P + Ji(a -a )P - ia Ρ
r
о y о y +
xx

- ia Ρ } zz

• exp{ipG}exp{iaG*}.
In the operator U(g) the constant с only occurs in a phase factor
2 2
exp{Ji(a -a )c/(p_ -λ )}, hence, the standard realisations of [fc,X;p_,c]
and [ε,λ;ρ_,θ] are similar. The standard realisations of |ε,λ;ρ_,(Γ| and
(3"E,-X;-p_,-c] are anti-unitarily equivalent by the operator
(2.25)

(Τφ)(ρχ,Ρζ) -

Φ*(-Ρχ,-Ρζ).

The G-G -multipliers are
u
(2.26)

μ

(( 8 ·,Ι·),( 6 ,Ι)) = expiiÇ
ε,λ,ω^,ω^

e,λ

(g'.g 1 ')} σ
(I',1)
ω
ι.>ωι./,

where σ is one of the four С,-{1,1 }-multipliers, labelled by the values
+ 1 of the constants ω ^ and

ω

. These constants are equal to the squares

of the anti-unitary operators

(2.27)

U2(I
)
, ^
U (I

=

u^ l y
X

tyx) * ^ Д Х ·
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We will restrict ourselves to UAM-reps of G for which both ω's
are +1, hence σ = +1. Each irreducible CUM-rep
С

о

ie,X;p_,cJ of

determines two (up to unitary equivalence) irreducible CUAM-reps

of G having multipliers (2.26) with ω^ • ω χ / • +1. They will be
denoted by Γε,λ;p_,c;++,nJ

where η • +1 is the parity in the

x-direction. Standard realisations are given by (2.24) and
(U(I )φ)(ρ ,p ) - Лф(-р .p )
χ
χ ζ
χ ζ

(2.28)

(U(ityH)(px,Pz) • Φ * ( - Ρ Χ , - Ρ Ζ ) .

Standard realisations with different values of с and/or η are
similar and those with opposite values of (г,Х,р_,с) are antiunitarily equivalent.
Looking for the locally operating representations that belong
to the class

Ге,Х;р_,с;++,п] we will consider only the representations

that operate on scalar wave functions. It follows from part I that
the operators of the connected subgroup elements have the form
(2.29)
where h

(U(g)*)(gox) -

exp{iÇ(g,hx)}iHx)

stands for the translation that brings the origin onto

the event χ in Minkowski space-time. The discrete elements operate
as follows
(U(I )ψ)(Ι ox) - ηψ(χ)
(2.30)
(U(I

)*)(I ty ox) - ψ*(χ) .

The expressions (2.10), (2.11) and (2.13) yield
(2.31)

ξ

,(g.h v ) = i c U (t-y) - (a -a )(z+p(t-y))} +
•• λ{ρζ + σχ + Hp 2 -a 2 )(t-y)).

The infinitesimal generators can be calculated by differentiation
of expression (2.29). This gives operating on the wave functions ifrix)
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i3 t - }εζ

-ІЭ
-іЭ
(2.32)

- {εζ

У

-i3 z - JE(t-y)
i z O +3 ) + i(t-y)3
t

у

ζ

+ λζ

-іх(Э +Э ) - i(t-y)3 + λχ .
с у
χ
It can easily be seen that a unitary equivalence transformation
from the Hilbert space of the standard realisation onto the
Hilbert space of the locally operating representation must have
the form (up to a constant factor)
•H»

(2.33)

dp dp

/

Ψ(χ)

(2π)
where by Ρ

εχρ{-ΐΡ μ χ μ } Φ(Ρ χ .Ρ ζ )

2

we mean the operators given by (2.21), (2.22) and

(2.23). It can be checked immediately that the expression

(2.34)

ƒ

ii.^(x,y,ztt)

dxdz ψ.j. (x,y,z,t)

for t » у

is equal to the inner product

(2.35)

ƒ
—

X

(2π)

2

Ì

*a)

(

V

P

)
Z

Φ

(2) ( Ρχ'Ρζ )

in the Hilbert space of the standard realisation. It takes slightly
more effort to prove that expression (2.34) calculated for t » 0
gives the same result. Hence, the transformation (2.33) is unitary
if we adopt expression (2.34) as the definition of the inner product
in the Hilbert space of wave functions.
The fact that the operator Ρ

= Ρ

- Ρ
о

is a constant in an
у

irreducible representation means that the wave functions obey the
equation
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(2.36)
where ρ

iO t +3 y )*(x) = Ρ_φ(χ)
is the eigenvalue of P_ (cf. equation (2.23)). The

Casimir operator (2.20) yields for p_ φ + λ the following
equation for ψ(χ) (cf. equation (2.22)).
(2.37)

І|(Э -3,,) =
У

(-ІЭ^)2
ï—

+

(-ІЭ +iE(t-y))2
5

2(ρ_-λ)

с
5—5- .

- icz +

2(ρ_ -X¿)

2(ρ_+λ)

These equations suggest a coordinate transformation of the form
τ = t-y

(2.38)

ζ » t+y .

This is not a Lorentz transformation to another inertial frame, but
it can be seen as an invertible transformation to an "infinite
momentum frame" I 7j. The coordinates (τ,ζ,χ,ζ) are the suitable ones
to describe a dynamical theory in the so called "front form" introduced
by Dirac

(βΐ. In the front form the physical conditions of a system

are specified not on a certain instant of time (the "instant form")
but on a "three-dimensional surface in space-time formed by a plane
wave front advancing with the velocity of light" |_ 8j. Equation (2.36)
says that the wave function depends on ξ only by a phase exp(-Jip_C),
i.e. ψ is a plane wave in the variable ξ. Equation (2.37) describes
the evolution "in front" (rather than in time) of the wave function.
(2.39)

(-ІЭ ) 2
ІЭ *_ +
τ

2(ρ_-λ)

(-ІЭ +ίετ)2
1
2(ρ_+λ)

jez+

с
^_^
2(ρ_Ζ-λΖ)

This has the form of a Schrödinger equation in two spatial dimensions
with coordinates χ and 2 and "time" variable τ. An electric field
along the z-axis appears by minimal coupling to its potential in the
symmetric gauge. Apparently the magnetic field has been transformed away
by the coordinate transformation (2.38). The "mass" in this equation
is anisotropic in general (i.e. for λ ^ 0), having the value ρ_-λ
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in the x-direction and ρ_+λ in the z-direction. The last term in
equation (2.39) is a constant contribution to the "internal energy".
It may seem surprising that we arrive at a Galilei relativistic
equation (2.39) as we started from a Poincaré relativistic problem.
However, the relation between infinite momentum frame and Galilei
invariance

[$}

invariance

[jOJ ^ a s been dealt with in the literature and is by

or, alternatively, between front form and Galilei

now known under the name Galilean subdynamics 11 il . The Poincaré
group possesses a seven-parameter subgroup which is isomorphic to
a group extension of the (2+1) dimensional Galilei group by a oneparameter group generated by the mass operator. This subgroup in
its turn contains a six-parameter subgroup which is precisely the
connected part of the symmetry group of the uniform crossed field
that we are dealing with here. In our conventions Ρ

plays the role

of the Hamilton!an, P_ that of the mass operator of the extended
Galilei group, Ρ
G and G

and Ρ

are the space translation generators and

play the role of pure Galilei generators. The seventh

generator is that of the rotations in the x-z-plane, so this is the
one that is absent in our six-parameter symmetry group. This relation
of our symmetry group to the Galilei group is responsible for the
appearance of a non-relativisti1". equation. On the other hand, as we
have to consider extensions of the symmetry group we get two extra
generators E and Λ. In the Schrödinger equation (2.39) E gives rise
to the minimal coupling of the field and Λ causes the anisotropy in
the mass.
Apart from this anisotropy, equation (2.39) is in perfect agreement
with the usual theory. It is in fact a simple exercise to derive
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the Schrödinger equation (2.39) with λ - 0 from the Klein-Gordonequation with minimal coupling to the constant crossed fields (2.1)
in the symmetric gauge, if one only uses the coordinate transformation
(2.38) and a decomposition of the wave function in plane waves in
the variable ξ. This shows at the same'time that the solutions of the
Klein-Gordon-equation carry a reducible representation that is a
direct integral of irreducible ones. All irreducible constituents
have equal values for ε and λ, viz. ε •• eE and λ » 0, so they have
equal multipliers. The value of с is given by m

2

=

с

/p_ where m is

the rest mass occurring in the Klein-Gordon-equation and p_ is the
integration variable in the direct integral. For each irreducible
constituent a Schrödinger equation holds with p_ playing the role
of the mass (for λ • 0 ) .
Our approach of starting from the symmetry group rather than
from the Klein-Gordon-equation results in the possibility that the
(Schrödinger) mass is anisotropic due to the parameter λ originating
from the exponent ξ, in (2.13). This is not the only case where the
group theoretical approach allows an anisotropy in the mass. The
Galilei symmetry group of the pure electric field (which in a way
may be considered as the non-relativistic limit of the uniform
crossed field) also has exponents giving rise to an anisotropic
mass as we will see in the next section.
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§3 Galilei symmetry group of uniform electric field
We consider a purely electric field E, constant in space and time.
The Galilei symmetry group of such a field is an 8-parameter group
Γ2Ί , in contrast to the symmetry groups of all other (orbits of)
uniform electromagnetic fields which have only 6 parameters |_1 , 2, ЗІ .
If we choose E along the z-axis, its symmetry group G is generated by
the translations in space (a) and time (b), the rotations around the
z-axis (К(Ф)), the pure Galilei-transformations in all directions (v)
and a discrete group of inversions, generated by time-inversion (I,.)
and inversion of the y-axis (I ). The connected component G

of this

symmetry group is »-fold connected, due to the rotations. Its simply
connected covering group G
of К(ф) by φ. G

is obtained in the usual way by replacement

has a six-dimensional vector space of (equivalence

classes of) exponents Г М .

ç,(g·,g) -

iv; 2 b

+ v a

;

z

2

Ç2(g'.g) -

iv| b + ν;.Κ(φ')1

^(g'.g) -

H a M , - b , a z - b'v^b)

Ç4(g'.g) •

i(v' ж Κ(φ')ν) ζ

(3.1)

Çjig'.g) - Ф'Ь
Ç6(g',g) • Φ'ν ζ
where ν' stands for the component of v' perpendicular to the z-axis.
The exponents ξ, and ζ, are not K-admissible Іб] and ζ, is not trivial
on the homogeneous subgroup of G . For that reason we restrict ourselves
to exponents of the form
( 3

·2)

«ш,.тх,С - т / Л

+ m

^2

+

εξ

3

and we consider the extended group G,

-, with elements Гбі
1

9* ì
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(3.3)

( B j . e ^ e . j . g ) - ехрЦ ^
х

+ І ^

+ І ^}

χ

ехрЦЪН - ia-P} exp{iv-N} ехр{-іфЛ}.

The i n f i n i t e s i m a l g e n e r a t o r s have the following non-zero commutators
(3.4)
(3.5)

[Ρχ.Νχ]

f[ Η,
H , PΡZ J]
"]
- 0·ΡΡ

- -ІМ^

- [Py.Ny]
У У
-- -iE
-i!

-

ie

[Pz,Nzl

zjk P k

- -ІМ//

[H.N.]

- -iPj

(j - x . y . z )

^.Nj]

- i E z j k N k (j - x.y; к - x,y).

The i n v a r i a n t o p e r a t o r s of t h i s Lie-algebra are
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)

E

М^

M±

гМ^ІМ.Н - М.ДР 2 + Ρ 2 ) - М.Р 2 + ΖΙΜ,Ν
and
//χ
'/χ
у
J-z
J-z
iM.J + Ρ N - P N .
-1-

χ у

у χ

The unitary equivalence classes of irreducible continuous unitary
г

representations of G,

г л a r e labelled by the (real) eigenvalues

of the five invariants, denoted by ε, m//f m , с. and c_ respectively. If
m. and m, are non-zero then no additional labels are required. A standard
realisation with "diagonalized" generators Ρ can be obtained from the
(Heisenberg-Weyl) commutators (3.4)
P - p
Ρ - Ρ
X
X
У
У
(3.9)
N » im, Э
N » im, Э
χ
J-pr
• -p
Jу
г
x
у

P - P
Z

Z

Ν

1

z

· im, Э

s/ r ρ

z

The remaining generators H and J are calculated now from the Casimir
operators (3.7) and (3.8)
(3.10)

H - —
(ρ 2 + ρ 2 ) + —
ρ 2 - ϊε3
+ с.Пт
τ
x
y
ο
ζ
1
rρ
2m x
•'
zm^
z

(3.11)

J --i(p Э

Χ ρ

- ρ Э
y

У rΡ

x

m,
// x

) + с,/m. .
2

J-

The unitary equivalence classes of irreducible CUM-reps of G
exponent Ç
m f m ,ε

are labelled by (ιη.,,πι. , ε ^ , ,с,Л
>- ν
*i
¿

non-zero). The operators U(g) are given by

having

(for га^ and m.
и
-'-
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. .
іЪН-іа-Р
U(g) - e

,, ,_.
(3.12)

iv.N -іфЛ
е
е
.

The labels с. and c_ appear in U(g) only in a phase factor exp{ibc./2m m^}
ехр{-іфс./т ± }. Hence, the standard realisation [m ,m ,e;c.,c_] is similar
to

Гт^, m ,e;0,Oj. Further the standard realisations fm^., πι,,εςο.,ο»]
l-m ,-m .-cj-c..с-З

and

are anti-unitarily equivalent. These

representations can be extended from G

to the full group including

the inversions. As we have done continually, we restrict ourselves to
those representations for which the square of the anti-unitary operators
U(I ) and U(I ) is equal to the unit operator. Then there are two
t
ty
possibilities, labelled by the parity η - +1 along the y-axis
(

(U(I )φ)(ρ)
у

-

(. ( u ( i t H H p )

-

3 13

<· > 1

пф(І ρ)

+

*ι
Φ(-ρ).

Representations with different parity are similar.
The locally operating representations that operate on scalar wave
functions have again the form (2.29). The discrete elements operate as
follows

(3.14)

f
J
I

(U(I )ψ)(Ι -χ)
У
У
(U(I t )t)(I^x)

- ηφ(χ)
- ψ(χ).

The expressions (3.1) and (3.2) yield
(3.15)

Çm

m

e (B,h x )

» ni / / (|v z 2 t + v z z ) + m^Uv^t + ν χ · Κ(φ)Ϊ) +
+ ie(a t - bz - bv
'

ζ

ζ

t).

By differentiation of U(g) we obtain the infinitesimal generators
f

Η - іЭ

- JEZ

J « -і(хЭ

t
(3.16) λ

Ρ

] χ
V

y

- -ІЭ

Ρ

χ

Ν » it3
x x -

y
+ m.x
L

- -ІЭ

y

- уЭ )
* χ

Ρ

= -ІЭ - Jtt

ζ

Ν - it3 + m y
y
y
J
_

ζ '
Ν - it3 + m ζ .
ζ
ζ
ιι
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A unitary equivalence transformation from the momentum space to the
configuration space must have the form
3

(3.17)

+

ψ(χ) = /
-»

L

e" i H t

+ i?

· ^ HÌ)

(2it)3

where Η and Ρ are the operators given by the expressions in (3.9) and
(3.10). It is easily checked that the generator J given in equation
(3.11) operating on φ(ρ) transforms to the expression given in equation
(3.16) operating on ψ(χ) if and only if the eigenvalue c. of the invariant
operator (3.8) vanishes. From equation (3.10) we obtain the wave-equation
for ψ(χ):

(3.18)

iat • 1« - ¿ - {(-іэх)2 • (-іэу)2> • ¿ ч ^ •
C

If we now define

ε » eE and Ό" •

l

j £ t)

2

•¿ ^ .

we have got the Schrodinger

equation with (in general) an anisotropic mass, because m x and m

may

be different. The electric field appears by minimal coupling in the
symmetric gauge.
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54 Conclusion
Although the symmetry groups of the uniform electromagnetic fields
that we have dealt with here are rather well known Гі,2,3,5І , we have
obtained some surprising results from our approach to these groups.
Firstly, the Galilean subdynamics ΓΐΟ,ΙΐΙ in the case of a Poincaré
particle in uniform crossed fields emerges almost automatically in the
form of the Schrödinger-like equation (2.39). A posteriori one can say
that the "front form" fsj is a natural description of the dynamics of a
particle in a uniform crossed field, because in a way such a field can
be considered as a "frozen" plane wave.
Secondly, for both groups the "extra" exponents give rise to an
unexpected freedom in the equations of motion, which could be interpreted
as an anisotropic (Galilean) mass. This anisotropy, of course, corresponds
to the anisotropy of the physical system, due to the external uniform
field. (For the uniform parallel fields the anisotropy is expressed by the
existence of two different parameters c. and c. ; see part II.)
Finally, also for the fields considered in this part, the minimal
coupling for spinless particles has been derived by group theoretical
arguments.
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PART IV

GAUGE EQUIVALENCE OF PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS
OF COSMOLOGICAL SYMMETRY GROUPS
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§1 Introduction
In part I a method lias been developed to obtain a complete set of
inequivalent gauge matrices of a group that operates transitively on
a universe. Such a complete set is a necessary (but not sufficient)
ingredient for the determination of the gauge equivalence classes of
locally operating projective representations. In part II these gauge
equivalence classes have been determined for two physically important
groups, viz. the symmetry groups of uniform parallel electromagnetic
fields in a Minkowski and in a Galilean universe. As these groups are
semi-direct products of their translation subgroup with their homogeneous
subgroup, the notion of superequivalence of multipliers does not play
a role in the determination of a complete set of gauge matrices.
In this part we will apply the concept of gauge equivalence to the
locally operating projective representations of two symmetry groups
which are perhaps less well known: the Newton/Hooke and the de Sitter
group. They are "cosmologica!" symmetry groups in the sense that they
operate on universes that are curved. As a result they do not have the
structure of a semi-direct product of their "translations" with their
homogeneous subgroup (in fact the "translations" do not even form a
subgroup) and for that reason the notion of superequivalence of
multipliers is important for the determination of the gauge matrices of
those groups.
A de Sitter group ΓΐJ consists of transformations in a universe with
a characteristic length R, the radius of curvature, and a characteristic
time τ;

this may be the period of an oscillating universe or the

relaxation time of an expanding universe, giving rise to different
de Sitter groups. The quantity с =" 2πΚ/τ determines a characteristic
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velocity, the speed of light. The de Sitter groups may be contracted
in several ways [2J by taking different limits. A "space-time" contraction
(R -» ™, τ -*· ">, с constant) leads to the Poincaré group and a "speed-space"
contraction (c •* ">,R -+ «>, τ constant) results in the (oscillating or
expanding) Newton/Hooke group [jîj.
We will treat here the Newton/Hooke group and the de Sitter group
operating on oscillating universes with one space.dimension ГА,5І . They
are three-parameter Lie-groups that are connected (no inversions) and
simply connected (no rotations) and they operate transitively on the
universe. So we may use the results of part I, especially those obtained
in section 6.
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§2 The Newton/Hooke group in a one-dimensional oscillating space

Consider the Newton/Hooke group G operating on a one-(space-)
dimensional universe X as follows:

f χ - (t,z)ex
(2.1)

g - (ь,а,х)ес

/~.ν
. sin bit
gox » (t+b, ζ + χ

.
. ·>
+ a cos ut).

Here ω is a positive "constant of nature" which can be regarded as the
frequency of the oscillating universe. This Newton/Hooke group is a
contraction of the de Sitter group 12І; one contraction more (by the
limit

ω -+ 0) results in the one-dimensional Galilei group, where

χ « ν is the velocity of the boosts. The group product in G reads:
(2.2)

g'g « (b'+b, a' cos шЪ + χ'

+ a, χ' cos шЪ - a'io sin ub + χ ) .

The non-linearity in the operation of G on X can be transformed away by
rolling the universe (i.e. the t-z-plane) around a cylinder embedded in
a 3-dimensional space by the coordinate transformation (t,z) -<- (z, cos u>t,
sin ut). The group G operates on this cylinder like the homogeneous
Carroll-group [b] operates in the (2+1)-dimensional space. As the
homogeneous Carroll group is isomorphic to the homogeneous Galilei
group and the (inhomogeneous) Euclidean group, it follows that the
Newton/Hooke group G

that we consider here is isomorphic to the

(covering group of the) Euclidean group of the plane. The operation of
G on space-time is of course quite different.
The isotropy group Γ of the origin χ

« (0,0)e X contains all group

elements (0,0,χ) and the obvious choice for the elements h £ G transforming
χ

into χ is h

- (t,z,0). The coset decomposition of G with respect

to Γ is g = h(g)Y(g) with
(2.3)

h(g) - (b.a.O)

and γ( ε ) - (0,0,χ).
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Notice that G is not a semi-direct product of the "translations" (b,a,0)
with the boosts (0,0,χ) as the "translations" do not even form a
subgroup of G. Both G and Γ are connected simply connected Lie groups,
hence
(2.4)

G - G

T'Y.

and

о

о

G has a one-dimensional vector space of (equivalence classes of)
exponents
L - mÇ.
(meR)
π
l
with basis representative
(2.6)
Ç ^ g ' . g ) - K x , 2 - u 2 a , 2 ) c o s ub ^ J £ b
(2.5)

+

2
+ aix' cos (lib - a'ü) sin uib) - x'a' sin шЬ.
This exponent is obviously equal to zero on G χ Г.
The unitary multiplier representations of G can be obtained from the
unitary representations of the extension G,

, with elements (e,g),

where θ G IR and g e G, and with group product
(2.7)

(e'.g'xe.g) - ( ' +

+ Çjig'.g), g'g).

In terms of the infinitesimal generators we write
,„

D4

,a

(2.8)

.

ІМ

(θ,g) =» e

ibH -iaP ϊχΝ
e

eA .

e

The non-vanishing commutators are
(2.9 a,b,c)

[ H , P ] = iu 2 N

[ P , N ] - -ІМ

[ Ή , Ν ] « -iP

and there are two invariant (Casimir) operators
(2.10 a,b)

M » ml

and 2ИН - Ρ 2 - ω 2 Ν 2 = 2 m V i .

We only consider the case m ^ 0. Then the unitary equivalence classes
of irreducible unitary representations of G.

, are labelled by FmjO'J.

Λ standard realisation from the class fmj'Oj operating on functions φ(ρ)
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is easily found from the equations (2.9c) and (2.10b).

f
(2.11)

4

P=P
N = irn^¿

2

+

[ H - £- - \гшг -^ V.
2m

dp

In the operators U(g) = e

e

e

the label IT only occurs in

a phase factor. Hence the standard realisations of QnjITj and [m,0] are
similar. Further the standard realisations of (nwlfj and |j-m;-Vj are
anti-unitarily equivalent. Hence, we may choose m > 0 and V » 0 in a
generalised projective equivalence class of irreducible UM-reps of G.
The invariant relation (2.10b) can be written in the form
(2.12)

2
H - \- + jmiD2(-)2 + V .
zm

m

This is easily recognised as the expression for the energy of a
harmonic oscillator with mass m and internal energy 17 where Ρ is the
momentum operator and —N is the position operator Гз]. Apparently a
"free" particle in the oscillating Newton/Hooke universe behaves in
the same way as a particle "attached to a spring" in the Galilean
universe [5J. The fact that we may choose the mass positive and the
internal energy equal to zero in a generalised projective equivalence
class is in accordance with this interpretation. However, we will see
in the next section that our interpretation is not complete as there is
another constant which has an obvious physical meaning, viz. the constant
that labels the gauge equivalence classes within the projective equivalence
classes obtained here. This label can be interpreted as a uniform
external field.
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53 Gauge equivalence for a particle in a Newton/Hooke universe

Here we want to determine the gauge equivalence classes of locally
operating UM-reps of G that are contained in the projective equivalence
classes obtained in the previous section.
The locally operating UM-reps of G have the form (see equation (3.5)
in part I )
(3.1)

η
(U(g)*) (g.x) =
I
A ,(g;x) φ .(χ).
σ
, σσ
σ
σ,=

As the group G is a connected simply connected Lie group a complete set
of inequivalent gauge matrices A can be obtained from equation (6.5) in
part I in terms of D, Ç and η, where D moves over a complete set of
projectively inequivalent matrix representations of Γ, ζ moves over a
complete set of inequivalent exponents of G that are zero on G χ Γ and
η moves over a linear space of non-extensible additive characters of Γ.
We restrict ourselves to irreducible matrix representations D. (See
reference Г ] for an example of a gauge matrix A with a matrix
representation D of Γ that is (not completely) reducible.) As Γ is an abelian
group its irreducible representations are one-dimensional and, hence,
projectively equivalent to the unit representation D = 1. As a result
the gauge matrices are scalars of the form
(3.2)

A(g;x) = exp{iC(g,hx) - ϊη(γ(81ιχ))}.

The group Γ has a one-dimensional vector space of additive characters
(3.3)

η £ = fn,

(f6R)

with basis vector

njÍY) - -Ц-х.
ω
-2
(The constant factor ω is introduced only for l a t e r convenience)
(3.A)
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These additive characters of Γ can not be extended to G (except for f = 0 ) .
Hence, a complete set of inequivalent gauge matrices (apart from the
restriction to irreducible matrixreps) is now given by
(3.5)

Am

Л8;х)

= expUç

(g,h ) - i n . M g h

))}

(m.feR)

myi
m
χ
i x
where the gauge matrix A . has exponent ζ . Now the unitary operators
m, ι
m
have the form
(3.6)

υ ( Β ) ψ ( 5 . χ ) = exp{iÇ m (g,h x ) - in f (Y(gh x ))} ψ ( χ ) .

A calculation gives from equation (2.6):
/ч i s

r / u s

л / 2

2 24

, s i n tut

.

^n^'Nr " m i ^ x " ω a ' c o s ω —¡Ü
2
+ ζ(χ cos bit - аш sin tut) - xa sin ω ΐ } ,
and from the equations (2.2) and (3.4):
(3.7)

n f (Y(gh x )) - — j (χ cos (Ot - аш sin u t ) .
ω
The infinitesimal generators can be calculated now straightforwardly
(3.8)

ΐ3 Γ {(υ( ε )ψ)(χ)}

(Ρψ)(χ)

g=e
(3.9)
g=e

Ψ(χ)
-3^Cm(6'h-l
> - V T Í g h . , ))}
g «x
g ·x
g=e

= -i(cos (i>t)-r— ψ(ί,ζ) + (mzu sin ut
0Z

sin ut) ψίί,ζ),
ω

In this way we find, operating on ψ ( ΐ , ζ ) :
и
·/
^ч^ i /· 2
,, sin ut
Ρ • -i(cos ut)3 + (mu ζ - f)
ζ
(3.10)

·\

Ν =

ί (

5ΐη ut)3

Η

іЭ.

u z

u
+

( m z

_

fj

¿
ω

c o s

ω ϋ

It is easily checked that these generators obey the commutation
relations ( 2 . 9 ) .
The invariant relation (2.12) gives the equation of motion for the
wave functions ψ(ΐ,ζ)
(3.11)

/ -·» ^ч2 · .ι- 22- 22
,
if
-іЭ· - =- —•'' (-13
) + }mu ζ - fz + u +
2m
2ть)
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This is the SchrSdinger equation of a harmonic oscillator (read: a
particle in an oscillating universe) on which a constant force f acts
which contributes an amount -fz to the potential energy. The constant
2
2
contribution f /2ιηω to the internal energy can be transformed away
by a redefinition of I/-,
If we interprete the force f as a force exerted on the particle by
an external uniform electric field E then we may put f • eE where e
is the charge of the particle. In the Schrödinger equation the field E
then appears by minimal coupling to its potential in the "Coulomb gauge"
A

ο

» -Ez, A

ζ

=0.

For different values of the external force f the obtained locally
operating representations (3.6) are gauge inequivalent because their
gauge matrices (3.5) are inequivalent. However they are (for equal
values of m) projectively equivalent. (This is quite different from the
situation for the Poincaré and Galilei groups in a one-dimensional space:
for those groups the representations for different values of the external
force are projectively inequivalent; see part II).
The general form of a unitary transformation φ(ρ) -* t(t,z), that
makes the locally operating UM-rep with generators (3.10) unitarily
equivalent to the standard realisation I m ^ ] with generators (2.11),
has the form
(3.12)

+»
ψ(ί,ζ) = ƒ |2. G(p;z) e" 1 "' φ( Ρ ) .

It is obvious that the generator Η transforms in the right way but the
function G(p;z) has still to be determined such that also Ρ and N
transform as required. From the commutators (2.9) it follows that
e
(3.13)

-iHt„ iHt
„
, _,_ „
Pe
» Ρ cos uit + Νω sin ωί

-iHt„ iHt
.,
.. „ sin (i)t
e
Ne
» N cos lot -

ω
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Using these relations it can be calculated easily that the generators
Ρ and N given in (2.11) operating on φ(ρ) transform under the
transformation (3.12) to the expressions for Ρ and N given in (3.10)
operating on ψ(χ) iff the function G(p¡z) obeys the following
differential equations.

Г (-ІЭ
(3.14)

]
L (-ітЭ

-ρ) G(p;z) - 0
- mz + -=·) G(p;z) - 0.

The general solution of these equations is
(3.15)

G(p;z) = e x p U p U - - ^ ) ) G o
πιω

where G

is a constant which by unitarity of the transformation

(3.12) has modulus one. It is allowed by gauge equivalence to change
this phase G , so we may put G

- I.

Now we have the following result: the unitary equivalence class
[m j 0;l/J of UM-reps contains locally operating realisations,
labelled by the real number f, up to gauge equivalence. We denote
these locally operating realisations by {m,f,V }. The carrier space
of {m,f,l7} is the Hilbert space spanned by the wave functions i|>(t,z)
given by the equations (3.12) and (3.15). The operators are given by
equation (3.6). For different values of " (but equal m and f) the
locally operating realisations are gauge equivalent; this follows
from considerations analogous to those in section 3 of part II. The
realisations {m,f,'Ü'} and {-m,-ff-17} are complex conjugated. Hence,
in a generalised gauge equivalence class of locally operating
realisations {m,f,V} we may choose m > 0 and w arbitrarily.
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54 The de Sitter group in a one-dimensional oscillating space

In this section we will deal with a "relativistic" model of an
oscillating universe with one space dimension. The events in the universe
X will be denoted by χ - (t,z). We consider the following coordinate
transformation
Γι,
(4.1)

- R sinh (z/R)

о

4 ξ

= R cosh (z/R) cos ut

ζ- • R cosh (z/R) sin ut .
Here R and ω are positive "constants of nature", intrinsically related
to the structure of space-time. R is the radius of curvature and ω is
the frequency of the oscillating universe. We define
(4.2)

с - Ηώ

which then is the speed of light, or rather the supremum of velocities Гб"|.
Elimination of z and t from the equations(4.I) gives
(4.3)

(ζ )
О

2

- ( ζ . ) 2 - (ξ,)2 - -R2.
I

2

This is the equation of a connected hyperboloïd in the ζ-space. So
the universe X, which is nothing else than the t-z-plane, has been
mapped by the transformation (4.1) onto that hyperboloïd. We may even
identify the universe with a covering (Riemann) surface wrapped around
the hyperboloïd infinitely many times [7]. (The annoying feature of
non-invertibility of the transformation (4.1) can be cleared away by
introduction of an extra discrete coordinate η counting the sheets of
the Riemann surface by η = entier £u)t/2irj).
Now we have two equivalent descriptions of our universe X. In fact
we will define the group G operating on X in the Ç-language. By the
coordinate transformation (4.1) we will be able to translate everything
into the x-language (in principle at least). In the ζ-space we use the
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metric tensor g

= diag(+I,-l,-l) where μ and ν take the values

0,1 and 2. Using

the well-known machinery of covariant notation (here

for 3-vectors, i.e. (2+1)-vectors> rather than for 4-vectors) the
hyperboloïd (4.3) can be written as ζ ξ

= -R ·. The metric in the

Ç-space becomes in x-language
-όζ^ζ

(4.4)

- (cosh | ) 2 c 2 ( d t ) 2 - (dz) 2 .

The de Sitter group С that we consider here is the universal covering
group of the connected Lorentz group in the ξ-space. This group transforms
the hyperboloïd (4.3) into itself, hence, it is a well defined group of
transformations of our universe; it also leaves the metric (4.4)
invariant. The group elements may be parametrized in the usual way by
exp { H e
-Μ

M
μυ

} where α

μν

= -α
are three real parameters and M
νμ

=

a r e the three generators of the Lorentz group (or rather of its

covering g r o u p ) in 2+1 d i m e n s i o n s . By the u s e of the full antisymmetric
tensor ε

with e

0 1 2

» +1 this parametrization m a y b e simplified

considerably. If w e define
(4.5)

MU = - ί ε ^ Μ

αμ -

- ^

Ρ
α

vp

vp

then we get after some tensor calculation
(4.6)

expUia

Μ μ ν } = expíia Μ μ } .
У

μν

When we consider the group G operating on the universe X in the
x-language then we will use another parametrization, defined by
(4.7)
and
,, ON
(4.8)

M u = (ін, cN, RP)
/^

\

ІЬН - i a P ivN

g = (b, a, χ) - e

e

eA .

In principle w e can w r i t e down n o w the transformation formulae in the
x - l a n g u a g e , i.e. the explicit expression for g o x = (b,a,x) t> ( t , z ) .
However, this is a rather tedious job already in the ξ-language, let
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alone the x-language. Therefore we only mention the physically more
interesting result in two limit cases:
a) R •+ <">, ω •* 0, с constant: this gives the Poincaré group which in
its turn for с ->• <= (with χ " с arctanh(v/c)) gives the Galilei group;
b) R •+ •, с •+·•>, ω constant: this gives the Newton/Hooke group which for
ω •+ 0 gives the Galilei group again.
This contraction behaviour which has been treated extensively in
reference r2j can be made explicit with our choice of coordinate
transformation (4.1) and parametrization (4.8). In both limits the
"rotations around the ζ -axis" with generator M,„ result in the time
o
I¿
translations, the "boosts along ξ." with generator M . result in the
space translations and the "boosts along ζ " with generator M n _ result
in the boosts in the Poincaré resp. Newton/Hooke group.
The origin χ » (0,0) of the universe X corresponds on the
о
hyperboloïd to the point (ξ ) » (0,R,0). The isotropy group Γ of
this point is the subgroup of all "boosts along ζ 9 ", hence, Γ is the
group of all elements (0,0,χ) in the parametri cation (4.8). With
relatively little effort one can check that the group element
exp{itH} exp{-izP} transforms the "origin" (ζ )

into the point ξ

of the hyperboloïd, given by the expressions in equation (4.1). So
the obvious choice for the group elements h
into the event χ is h

transforming the origin χ

» (t,z,0) in the parametrization (4.8). The

coset decomposition of G with respect to Γ has now in the parametrization
(4.8) the same form as for the Newton/Hooke group (cf. equation 2.3).
Both G and Γ are connected simply connected Lie groups. It is obvious
that G is not a semi-direct product of the "translations" (b,a,0) with
the "boosts" (Ο,Ο,χ). We will not give the expression for the group
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product in the parametrization (A.8) as this is rather complicated
and, moreover, we will not need it explicitly.
As our de Sitter group G is isomorphic to (the covering group of)
80(2,1), it has only trivial exponents. We make the obvious choice
for the representative, viz. the zero exponent. Then the UM-reps of
G are just the unitary representations of G. The well-known commutation
UV

relations of the generators M

.

of the Lorentz group become very simple

in terms of the M :
(4.9)

μ

ν

[Μ ,Μ ].

ϊε

μυρ

Μρ.

This gives in terms of the generators (Η,Ρ,Ν) :
(4.10)
[Η,Ρ] - і и Л , [Η,Ν] - - І Р ,
[Ρ,Ν] - ^ | н .
с
The invariant (Casimir) operator is
JM2M,IVM

(4.11)

-

о

μν

м
μ

-

H2 - c 2 ( Ρ 2 + ω 2 Ν 2 ) .

The unitary equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations
of G are well-known in the literature, but explicit standard realizations
can not easily be given in a physically transparant form \8j.

We only

give the following (partial) results.
Those unitary representations for which the spectrum of the operator
H is bounded on one side can be labelled by a continuous parameter m > 0
and a discrete ε = + 1. Then Η has the spectrum (ft • 1)
(4.12)

= e(mc 2 + ηω)

£

(η - 0,1,2,

)

η

and the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator is given by
(4.13)

H 2 - c 2 (Ρ 2 + ω 2 Ν 2 ) - mc 2 (mc 2 - ω)ί.

This can easily be recognized as a generalisation of the energy-momentum
relation of a Poincaré-relativistic free particle with mass m. Also in
this case there are positive and negative energies. In fact the unitary
representations labelled by [тіе"+'] a n d

¡πι.Ε"~ϊ] are anti-uni tar ily
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equivalent for equal values of m, just like for the Poincaré group.
In the next section we will see that another constant, which labels
the gauge equivalence classes within the projective equivalence
classes, has a physical interpretation, completely analogous to the
constant force f in the case of the Newton/Hooke group.
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§5 Gauge equivalence for a particle in a de Sitter universe
Here we will apply the concept of gauge equivalence to the locally
operating unitary representations of the de Sitter group considered
in the previous section.
The locally operating unitary representations of G have the form of
equation (3.1) and the gauge matrices have the form of (3.2). (We
restrict ourselves again to irreducible matrix representations.) In
the present case, however, we have only the zero exponent, so we may
put ζ = 0 in equation (3.2). The isotropy group Γ has again a onedimensional vector space of non-extensible additive characters η,,
given by the equations (3.3) and (3.4). Hence, a complete set of
inequivalent gauge matrices is now given by (cf. equation 3.5)
(5.1)

A f (g;x) - exp{-iTif(Y(ghx))}

where the gauge matrix A- has the zero exponent. Now the unitary
operators have the form
(5.2)

(U(g)i|,Hg°x) » exp{-inf(Y(ghx))}*(x)

or rather, in Ç-language (where we write h
(5.3)

for the element h )

(υ( 6 )ψ)( ε ος μ ) - exp{-irif(Y(ghç))}iKÇy).

We will not give the rather lengthy expression for nf(Y(gh )) explicitly.
In the calculation of the generators we only need an infinitesimal form
of this expression for the group element g in the neighbourhood of the
unit element e, i.e. for small values of b, a and χ. The generators
can be calculated by differentiation most easily in the parametrization
(4.6):
(5.4,

M - . i U ^
ν

-

ξ

ν ^
*μ

- _|_ η
μν

(Y(gh

_
g

A relatively easy straightforward calculation gives

„
οζ

.
g=e

-

, , .
(5.5)

f

/ / u
\\
n f ( Y ( g h _1
)) »
g οχ

—
ω

Using the equations ( 4 . 1 ) ,
(
(5.6)

Χ,

H

=

,,χ c o s ωί - аш s i n iüt s
Я-, 2 .
(^
) + (7(g ) .
c o s h (z/R)

( 4 . 5 ) and

( 4 . 7 ) we o b t a i n from ( 5 . 4 ) and

+ i(tanh % sin
сс
R
К

zζ

f s i n U)t
ω c o s h (z/R)

ωΐ)3.
tt

+ — ( t a n h =- c o s шОЭ,.
oie
R
t

Ν = — ( s i n ii)t)3
ω
ζ

Everybody can check

that these generators

ω

=·
τ—ι—Гсл
2 c o s h (z/R)

obey the commutation r e l a t i o n s

( 4 . 1 0 ) . The i n v a r i a n t r e l a t i o n ( 4 . 1 3 ) g i v e s t h e e q u a t i o n of m o t i o n
t h e wave f u n c t i o n s

for

i|i(z,t).

( І З + £• s i n h | )
C t ( i ) K

(5.7)

(5.5)

" .t

Ρ - - i ( c o s ωί)3

]

ν
^
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2

- (-i(cosh f)3 J
K Z

2

- (m(mc 2 -

ω

)

2
+ Í - )(cosh | )
Z
R

2

ω

This obviously is a generalisation of the Klein-Gordon equation. If we
О

put m c

0

7

+f/u

9

уч 9
=

m c

9

and we take the limit R ->• •», ω •* 0, с and m

constant, then we obtain
(5.8)

(±3

+ i f z ) 2 - (-ІЭ )

e t c

2

= m2c2

ζ

which is the usual Klein-Gordon equation of a particle in an external
uniform force f. This may be interpreted e.g. as an electric force f » eE.
However, the way in which the electric field E then appears in equation
(5.7) deviates strongly from the minimal coupling.
The inner product between wave functions obeying the equation of
motion (5.7) has the form
(5

·

9)

<V*2> - i

cosh(Z/R)

fr'^t

+

^«"Φ

Ψ

(Ζ Ε

2 · >·

We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that this expression
is independent of t and that the generators Η, Ρ and N, given in
equation (5.6), are hermitean with respect to this inner product. In
the limit R ·* «, ω •+ 0, с constant we get the usual Klein-Gordon inner
product back for a particle in an external field.

.
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56 Conclusion
The concept of gauge equivalence of projective representations has
shown to be useful in the case of cosmologica! symmetry groups. Indeed,
a free particle is described by a projective representation which is
projectively equivalent but gauge inequivalent to the projective
representations describing particles in an external uniform field. In
the present case this is a direct consequence of the fact that for the
groups treated here the notion of superequivalence of exponents has a
non-trivial significance.
One should not think that this phenomenon

occurs for one-dimensional

models only. The 10-parameter Newton/Hooke group operating on a (3+1)dimensional space-time has a 6-parameter subgroup, which may be considered
as the analogue of the groups in part II. Indeed, this subgroup is isomorphic
to the direct product of the one-dimensional Newton/Hooke group and the
two-dimensional Euclidean group. The locally operating projective
representations of this group can be determined analogous to part II.
Here the superequivalence plays a role for the one-dimensional Newton/
Hooke subgroup and the Landau-levels will occur for the two-dimensional
Euclidean subgroup. A constant which can be interpreted as a magnetic
field labels the projective equivalence classes and a constant which can
be interpreted as an electric field labels the gauge equivalence classes
within a projective equivalence class. This may be an interesting starting
point for further research of electromagnetism in a Newton/Hooke and
de Sitter universe.
As we may conclude from equation (5.7), which is the analogue of the
Klein-Gordon equation in a de Sitter snace, the minimal coupling is not
necessarily the correct description of the interaction of a charged particle
in an external field in a (relativistic) cosmologica! space-time.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

A theoretical physicist who is concerned with the theory of groups and
quantum mechanics sooner or later will meet the notion of projective
equivalence of group representations. He then is faced with the problem
of the physical interpretation of this mathematical equivalence concept.
When he (tacitly) assumes that it "implies equivalence in every physical
aspect" he (unconsciously) is "looking upon all unitary transformations
as trivial"; in that case he certainly disagrees with his colleagues
quoted in the general introduction. The examples given in the parts II
and IV may convince him that projective equivalence of group representations
does not necessarily correspond to physical equivalence of quantum
mechanical systems. Once he recognizes this, he should in principle agree
with the idea of looking for another equivalence concept for representations
that does correspond to physical equivalence.
In this thesis we have made an attempt to define such a concept, viz.
the generalized gauge equivalence.

In doing so we used the notion of

gauge transformation which is as old as quantum mechanics itself. As far
as we know the application of gauge transformations to an equivalence
definition for group representations is rather unusual. Nevertheless, this
approach proved to be quite useful as it produced two kinds of results.
First of all, the concept of gauge equivalence of group representations
in configuration space corresponds well to what a physicist may call
equivalence of quantum mechanical systems. This has been shown by several
models given here in relativistic as well as in

non - relativistic theories

in flat as well as in curved universes. For these models the ordinary
projective equivalence concept turned out to be inadequate from the
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physicist's point of view (just like the unitary equivalence concept, for
that matter). Hence, the introduction of the notion of gauge equivalence
results in a better congruency between the physical reality and its
mathematical description.
A second result of our approach is the derivation of the equations of
motion of a spinless charged particle in an external uniform electromagnetic field. Although these equations also are as old as quantum
mechanics itself, a proper derivation of them from first principles is
still rather unusual. Traditionally, these equations have been introduced
in correspondence with classical mechanics by the ad hoc substitution of
the minimal coupling in the free particle equations. In more advanced
derivations a (pseudo-) invariance under instantaneous (Galilei)
transformations has been assumed. Here we did not use such rather
heuristic assumptions. Instead we have exploited the locality of the
transformation of the wave functions. Within the framework of elementary
quantum mechanics this is a basic principle, related to the interpretation
of the wave function as a probability-amplitude-density. In any case,
this principle of locality is formulated without reference to a particular
form of the interaction. Nevertheless, together with other basic
assumptions like the superposition principle and the (exact rather than
pseudo) invariance principle, locality implies the form of the coupling
of a spinless charged particle to an external uniform electromagnetic
field. In the Galilei and the Poincaré models this results in the wellknown minimal coupling, which thus has been derived a posteriori from
first principles by group theoretical methods. In the cosmologica! models
the minimal coupling is not necessarily correct; our approach may be
of use to find the adequate generalisations for those cases.
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It has been pointed out by Lévy-Leblond

ΓΐΊ that after the

"invention" of quantum mechanics the necessary recasting process, in
which its heuristic and even contradictory elements ought to be
remodelled, has been considerably delayed and is far from being completed
up till now. The results obtained in this thesis may in some respects
contribute to that remodelling process of quantum mechanics.

[l^] J.-M.Lévy-Leblond, Towards a proper quantum theory (Hints for a
recasting). Report at the Colloquium "Un demi-siècle de Mécanique
Quantique", Strasbourg 1974, Fundamenta Scientiae, Cahiers du
séminaire sur les fondements des sciences. No 34.
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Samenvatting

Projectieve representaties van een symmetriegroep, die equivalent zijn in
de zin van het gebruikelijke projectieve equivalentiebegrip, beschrijven in
sommige gevallen quantummechaniese systemen, die niet equivalent zijn in
fysies opzicht. Daarom wordt hier een ander equivalentiebegrip ingevoerd,
dat een verfijning is van projectieve equivalentie, doordat niet alle
unitaire equivalentietransformaties zijn toegelaten, maar alleen die welke
ijktransformaties zijn. Deze zogenoemde ijk-equivalentie komt beter dan
projectieve equivalentie overeen met fysiese equivalentie van quantummechaniese systemen.
Dit proefschrift bestaat uit vier delen, voorafgegaan door een algemene
inleiding en gevolgd door een algemene conclusie.
In deel I wordt een overzicht gegeven van de verschillende begrippen
"representatie" en "equivalentie", die in omloop zijn ín de theoretiese
fysica. Het begrip ijk-equivalentie wordt gedefinieerd voor lokaal werkende
projectieve representaties. De z.g. ijk-matrices van zulke representaties
worden bestudeerd en er wordt een methode ontwikkeld om deze ijk-matrices
te vinden, hetgeen noodzakelijk is voor de bepaling van alle ijk-equivalentieklassen van representaties. In de afleiding van deze methode speelt het
begrip superequivalentie van groepsmultiplicatoren een rol. Bovenstaand
formalisme, ontwikkeld voor abstracte groepen zonder topologiese structuur,
wordt in de laatste paragrafen toegepast op Lie-groepen, waarvoor in de
appendix een recept wordt ontwikkeld ter bepaling van de projectieve
representaties, op projectieve equivalentie na.
In deel II worden de symmetriegroepen van uniforme parallelle electromagnetiese velden beschouwd, zowel in een Galilei- als in een .Poincaré-theorie.
Er blijken representaties te bestaan van deze symmetriegroepen die
projectief equivalent zijn, terwijl ze systemen beschrijven die vanuit
fysies oogpunt niet equivalent zijn, zoals deeltjes in verschillende Landau-
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niveaus of deeltjes met verschillende massa's. De ijk-equivalentieklassen
van projectieve representaties van de symmetriegroepen worden bepaald en
hieruit volgt dat representaties, die inequivalente systemen beschrijven,
inderdaad niet equivalent zijn in de zin van de nieuw gedefinieerde ijkequivalentie. Als bijprodukt vinden we een afleiding van de Schrödingerresp. Klein-Gordon-vergelijking voor een spinloos geladen deeltje in een
uitwendig uniform parallel e.m. veld. De minimale koppeling verschijnt
direct in deze vergelijkingen, zonder de traditionele ad hoc substitutie
ІЗ •+ іЭ-еА in de vergelijkingen voor het vrije deeltje.
In deel III worden uniforme e.m. velden beschouwd, waarvoor de samen
hangende symmetriegroep niet isomorf is met díe van de parallelle velden:
de geki'uiste velden onder de Poincaré-groep en de zuivere electriese velden
onder de Galilei-groep. De bewegingsvergelijkingen, inclusief de minimale
koppeling, worden weer afgeleid uit de symmetrie. Voor een Poincaré-deeltje
in uniforme gekruiste velden vinden we de z.g. Galilei subdynamica. Er
verschijnt een extra parameter in de bewegingsvergelijkingen, die kan worden
geïnterpreteerd in termen van een anisotrope massa, overeenkomend met de
anisotropie van het fysiese systeem t.g.v. het uitwendige veld.
In deel IV wordt het begrip ijk-equivalentie van lokaal werkende
representaties toegepast op een tweetal z.g. cosmologiese symmetriegroepen.
Voor deze groepen, die niet de structuur hebben van een semi-direct product
van de translaties met de homogene transformaties, speelt het begrip superequivalentie van groepsexponenten een niet-triviale rol bij de bepaling van
een volledig stelsel inequivalente ijk-matrices. Het blijkt dat in cosmologiese
modellen met één ruimtelijke dimensie een vrij deeltje en een deeltje in een
uitwendig veld worden beschreven door projectieve representaties van de
symmetriegroep, die projectief equivalent maar niet ijk-equivalent zijn.
Als bijprodukt vinden we dat de wisselwerking van een geladen deeltje
met een uitwendig veld in een (relativistiese) cosmologiese ruimte-tijd
niet noodzakelijk correct wordt beschreven door de minimale koppeling.
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STELLINGEN

1. Een equivalentiebegrip voor projectieve representaties van sytranetriegroepen,
dat in de quantumraechanica kan worden geïnterpreteerd als equivalentie in
fysies opzicht, dient fijner te zijn dan projectieve equivalentie en grover
dan gelijkvormigheid (similarity).

E.P.Wigner, Group theory (Academia Press, New ïork, 1959)
Dit
proefschrift.
2. De minimale electromagnetiese koppeling van een geladen quantummechanies
deeltje met een uitwendig veld kan - althans voor een spinloos deeltje en
een uniform veld - exact worden afgeleid uit fundamentele principes van de
elementaire quantummechanica, zowel in een Galilei als in een Minkowski
ruimte-tijd.

J.M.Jauch, Helv.Phys.Acta Z7_ (1964) 285
J.-M.Lévy-Leblond, Ann. of Phys. 57_ (1970) 481
Dit
proefschrift.
3. De beschrijving van geladen quantummechaniese deeltjes in een uitwendig
uniform electrics veld in een ééndimensionale ruimte door middel van
projectieve representaties van de symmetriegroep is voor een gekromde ruimtetijd principieel verschillend van die voor een vlakke ruimte-tijd: de
projectieve representaties van de de Sitter- en de Newton/Hooke-groep zijn
voor verschillende waarden van het veld (waaronder ook de waarde nul)
projectief equivalent; voor de Poincaré- en de Galilei-groep zijn ze
projectief inequivalent.

Dit

proefschrift.

4. Niet van alle ondergroepen van de Poincaré-groep kunnen de projectieve
representaties worden "gelift" tot echte representaties van - eventueel
grotere - ondergroepen van de Poincaré-groep. Om deze reden is een classificatie van die ondergroepen en hun invarianten uit een oogpunt van toepassing
in de quantummechanica pas volledig, wanneer deze zich ook uitstrekt tot de
centrale groepsuitbreidingen en de invarianten daarvan.

J.Patera e.a.,

J.Math.Phys.

17_ (1976) 977.

5. De opmerking van Simms, dat de groep van unitaire operatoren in een
Hilbertruimte in het algemeen geen topologiese groep is, is in strijd met
het door Cattaneo bewezen feit dat deze groep een Poolse groep is.
D.J.Sirms,

Lie groups

and quantum mechanics.

Mathematics,
U.Cattaneo,

Vol.

Rep.Math.Phys.

52 (Springer,

S (1976)

Lecture

notes

Heidelberg,

in

1968)

31.

6. De bewering van Lévy-Leblond dat een van de twee constanten, die de uitgebreide Lie-algebra van de Galilei-groep in één ruimtelijke dimensie
karakteriseert, kan worden geëlimineerd door een argument betreffende
tijdsomkeer, is onjuist.
J. 44.Lévy-Leblond,

Riv.Nuov.Cim.

4_ (1974)

99.

7. De homogene Carroll-groep is isomorf met de homogene Galilei-groep.
J. 44.Lévy-Leblond,

Ann.Inst.

Henri Poincaré

ЗА (1965)

1.

8. Het wekt verwondering wanneer twee boeken op mathematies fysies gebied een
vrijwel gelijkluidend hoofdstuk bevatten zonder dat minstens één van beide
naar de ander refereert.
B.Friedman,

Principles
(John Wiley,

G.F.Roach,

Green's

and techniques
New York,

functions

of applied

1956) Chapter

(Van Nostrana,

mathematics
3

London,

1970) Chapter

9. Het is een beschamend feit dat wetenschapsmensen zich (moeten) laten
welgevallen dat een aantal van hun aktiviteiten door militaire organisaties
worden gefinancierd, en dus beïnvloed.

10. Onderwijsinstellingen op confessionele grondslag, die leerlingen aanwerven
ongeacht een eventuele instemming met die grondslag, dienen dezelfde
gedragslijn te volgen ten aanzien van hun personeel.

11. Een goede secretaresse is nooit weg.

7.

